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GENERALIZED KUGA-SATAKE THEORY AND RIGID LOCAL SYSTEMS, II :
RIGID HECKE EIGENSHEAVES

STEFAN PATRIKIS

Abstract. This paper uses rigid Hecke eigensheaves, building on Yun’s work on the construction
of motives with exceptional Galois groups, to produce the first robust examples of ‘generalized
Kuga-Satake theory’ outside the Tannakian category of motives generated by abelian varieties. To
strengthen our description of the ‘motivic’ nature of Kuga-Satake lifts, we digress to establish a result
that should be of independent interest: for any quasi-projective variety over a (finitely-generated)
characteristic zero field, the associated weight-graded ofits intersection cohomology arises from a
motivated motive in the sense of André, and in particular from a classical homological motive if one
assumes the Standard Conjectures. This extends work of de Cataldo and Migliorini.

1. Background: generalized Kuga-Satake theory

The aim of this paper is to produce non-trivial examples of the generalized Kuga-Satake theory
proposed in [Pat12]. The classical Kuga-Satake construction is a miracle of Hodge theory that
associates to any complexK3 surfaceX a complex abelian variety KS(X) and an inclusion of
Q-Hodge structures

H2(X,Q) ⊂ H1(KS(X),Q)⊗2.

This construction takes its clearest conceptual form within the motivic Galois formalism. Let
Mhom
C

denote the category of pure motives overC for homological equivalence. Assuming the
Standard Conjectures, this is a neutral Tannakian categoryoverQ with fiber functor given by Betti
cohomology:

HB : Mhom
C → VectQ .

Let Ghom
C
= Aut⊗(HB) denote the corresponding Tannakian group. Then we can phrase the Kuga-

Satake construction as follows: the motiveH2(X) admits a (symmetric) polarization, hence (nor-
malizing by a Tate-twist to weight zero) corresponds to a motivic Galois representationρ : Ghom

C
→

SO(H2
B(X)(1)).1 The motiveH1(KS(X)) thenis the motivic Galois representation corresponding to

Date: May 2014.
This paper could not exist without the beautiful work [Yun14a] of Zhiwei Yun. I am moreover very grateful to

Yun for generously sharing his understanding of [Yun14a] with me. I thank Bhargav Bhatt for answering a question
about stratifications, and Mark de Cataldo for his feedback on a draft of this paper. I thank the Institut Mathématique
de Jussieu for its hospitality during part of the preparation of this paper. This work was supported by NSF grant
DMS-1303928.

1That this motivic Galois representation should be special orthogonal, rather than merely orthogonal, is non-trivial;
it follows from work of Andre: [And96a].
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the compositer ◦ ρ̃ in the diagram

(1) GSpin(H2
B(X)(1)) r

//

��

GL(C+(H2
B(X)(1)))

Ghom
C

ρ̃
77♣

♣
♣

♣
♣

♣

ρ
// SO(H2

B(X)(1)),

whereρ̃ is a suitable lift ofρ, andr is the natural representation of GSpin on the even Clifford
algebra. The strongest possible version of the Kuga-Satakeconstruction is the statement that such
a lift ρ̃ exists; this is far from known at present, as it implicitly includes deep cases of the Lef-
schetz standard conjecture. A weaker, but still highly non-trivial, analogue is known whenGhom

C

is replaced by the motivic Galois group of André’s categoryof motives for motivated cycles; see
[And96a].

But the formulation itself is highly suggestive, pointing towards deep and largely unexplored
generalizations, some of whose essential difficulties are orthogonal to the usual impenetrable con-
jectures of algebraic and arithmetic geometry: Lefschetz,Hodge, Tate, etc. In what follows we
will work with motives over number fields and theirℓ-adic realizations, rather than motives overC
and their Hodge-Betti realizations, but there are analogues of the results of this paper in the latter
setting. We now state a conjecture that captures the most refined form of a ‘generalized Kuga-
Satake theory’ for motives over number fields. For two numberfieldsF andE, we letMF,E denote
the category of motives for motivated cycles overF with coefficients inE; it is (unconditionally)
neutral Tannakian overE, and by choosing an embeddingF ֒→ C, the (E-linear) Betti fiber functor
gives us its motivic Galois groupGF,E (see [And96b] for background).

Conjecture 1.1 (See§4.3 of [Pat12]). Let H̃ → H be a surjection of linear algebraic E-groups
whose kernel is equal to a central torus iñH, and let

ρ : GF,E → H

be a motivic Galois representation. Then if either F is totally imaginary, or the ‘Hodge numbers’
of ρ satisfy the (necessary) parity condition of[Pat13b, Proposition 5.5], then there exists a finite
extension E′/E and a lifting of motivic Galois representations

H̃E′

��

GF,E′
ρ⊗EE′

//

ρ̃
<<②②②②②②②②②

HE′ .

For a leisurely overview of this conjecture, see the introduction to [Pat13a]; for a detailed discus-
sion of the arithmetic evidence, see [Pat12]. Even working with motivated rather than homological
motives, this conjecture is highly refined: in the classicalsetting of diagram (1), the existence of
such a ˜ρ requires not only the existence of KS(X), but also the full force of the theorem of Deligne-
André that Hodge cycles on abelian varieties are motivated.2 At first approximation, though, we
can replace Conjecture 1.1 with the following variant:

2For F = C, that is. WhenF is a number field, the existence of ˜ρ requires the Tate conjecture for abelian varieties,
and rather delicate descent arguments: see [Pat12,§4.2].
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Definition 1.2. SettingΓF = Gal(F/F) for an algebraic closureF of F, let ρ : ΓF → H(Qℓ) be a
geometric Galois representation valued in an arbitrary linear algebraic groupH overQℓ.

• We say thatρ is weakly motivic if there exists afaithful representationr : H ֒→ GL(Vr)
such thatr ◦ρ is isomorphic to theι : E ֒→ Qℓ realizationHι(M) of some objectM ofMF,E.
• Suppose that we are given such a weakly motivicρ : ΓF → H(Qℓ), and letρ̃ be a geometric

lift to H̃:

(2) H̃(Qℓ)

��

ΓF

ρ̃
<<③③③③③③③③③

ρ
// H(Qℓ).

(That such geometric lifts typically exist is [Pat12, Theorem 3.2.10] and [Pat13b, Propo-
sition 5.5].3) We say that ˜ρ satisfies the generalized Kuga-Satake property if it is weakly
motivic asH̃-representation.

In sum, our aim in establishing certain cases of this ‘generalized Kuga-Satake property’ is to
verify (motivated refinements of) certain cases of the Fontaine-Mazur conjecture.

With this framework in place, we can introduce the particular setting of this paper. Our aim is
to study certain families of weakly motivicρ : ΓF → H(Qℓ) for which it is possible to find lifts
ρ̃ : ΓF → H̃(Qℓ) satisfying the generalized Kuga-Satake property. Outside of the context of the
classical Kuga-Satake construction, whereρ is the representation onH2(XF ,Qℓ), for X/F a K3
surface–or closely related examples in which the motives inquestion are still generated by motives
of abelian varieties4–there were no non-trivial examples of such lifting until the paper [Pat13a].
But that paper is restricted to low-dimensional examples inwhich H̃ = GSpin5 → H = SO5,
and relies heavily on low-dimensional coincidences in the Dynkin classification. Thus the primary
desiderata for our examples are that:

D.1 the motives in question not lie in the Tannakian subcategory ofMF generated by abelian
varieties and Artin motives;

D.2 the examples exist in arbitrary rank, or at least for ‘interesting’ groupsH;
D.3 the lift ρ̃ should not be realizable within the Tannakian category of geometric representa-

tions generated byρ, characters, and Artin representations.

We make explicit this last desideratum just to point out thatfor some choices of̃H, for instance
H̃ = H × Gm, the existence of a weakly motivic lift ˜ρ is completely trivial. Condition D.3 is a way
to ensure the results we prove have non-trivial content.

The examples of this paper meet all three criteria of interest. For ourρ we take the remarkable
weakly motivic Galois representations constructed by Yun in [Yun14a, Theorem 4.2, Proposition
4.6]. Let us recall a somewhat simplified version of the main result of [Yun14a]. LetG be a split,
simple, simply-connected group of typeA1, Dn with n even,G2, E7, or E8, and letG∨ denote

3This should be contrasted with the situation in which the kernel of H̃ → H is an isogeny, where geometric lifts,
even after allowing a finite base-change onF, need not exist: for a simple example, consider the case SL2 → PGL2

in which ρ is the projective representation associated to the Tate module of an elliptic curve (or even more simply,
consider multiplication byN > 1 onGm, and letρ be the cyclotomic character). For the full story, see [Win95].

4For an ‘axiomatic’ generalization of this context, see [And96a], which, for instance, further allowsX to be a
hyperkähler variety, or a cubic four-fold.
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the splitQ-form of its dual group. We have to say a word about the coefficients of the Galois
representations and motives. For definiteness, fix an embedding Q ֒→ Qℓ, implicit whenever we
take ‘the’ℓ-adic realization of a motive with coefficients inQ, and letı be a square-root of−1 in
Q. All the local systems considered can be arranged to have coefficients in the (possibly trivial)
extensionQ′

ℓ
= Qℓ(ı). The motives will have coefficients in the subfieldQ′ ⊂ Q given by

(3) Q′ =


Q in typesD4m, G2, E8; and

Q(ı) in typesA1, D4m+2, E7.

There is a certain two-fold cover(2)ZG ։ ZG (see Definition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2) of the centerZG

of G–regard(2)ZG as a group scheme overQ–and we call a character

χ : (2)ZG(Q)→ Q×

odd if it is non-trivial on the kernel of(2)ZG → ZG.

Theorem 1.3([Yun14a]). For any odd characterχ : (2)ZG(Q)→ Q×, there exists a local system

ρχ : π1(P
1
Q − {0, 1,∞})→ G∨(Q′ℓ)

whose geometric monodromy group is G∨, except in type D2m, in which case the geometric mon-
odromy group isSO4m−1. For all number fields F such that

F ⊇

Q if G is type D4m, G2, or E8;

Q(
√
−1) if G is type A1, D4m+2, or E7,

and all specializations t: SpecF → P1 − {0, 1,∞}, the pull-backρχ,t : ΓF → G∨(Q′
ℓ
) is weakly

motivic. To be precise, the composition ofρχ,t with the quasi-minuscule representation of G∨ is
isomorphic to theQ′

ℓ
-realization of an object ofMF,Q′ .

We can now state the first main result of this paper. There is a minor technicality in the phrasing
of this theorem that results very naturally from the way the geometric Satake isomorphism de-
scends to number fields: see§4.2 for a careful explanation. Namely, for any connected reductive
groupH, let ρ∨ denote the usual half-sum of the positive coroots (for any choice of based root
datum), and setH1 = (H × Gm)/〈(2ρ∨(−1)× −1)〉. In the caseH = G∨, to avoid cluttered notation
we writeG∨1 for (G∨)1; this should not cause any confusion. Yun’s construction ismost naturally
viewed as the construction of a local system

ρχ : π1(P
1
Q − {0, 1,∞})→ G∨1 (Q′ℓ) = (G∨ × Gm)(Q′ℓ)

in which theG∨-component is as in Theorem 1.3, and theGm component is the cyclotomic charac-
ter; the equality here uses the fact thatG is simply-connected.

Theorem 1.4.Let H̃ ։ G∨ be any surjection of split connected reductive groups with kernel equal
to a central torus inH̃. Then:

(1) There exists a local system̃ρχ : π1(P1
Q(
√
−1)
− {0, 1,∞}) → H̃1(Q′ℓ) lifting ρχ, i.e. such that

the diagram

H̃1(Q′ℓ)

��

π1(P1
Q(
√
−1)
− {0, 1,∞})

ρ̃χ

66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥

ρχ
// G∨1 (Q′

ℓ
)
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commutes. When G is type D4m, we may replaceQ(
√
−1) byQ in this assertion.

(2) For all number field specializations t: SpecF → P1 − {0, 1,∞} (assuming F⊃ Q(
√
−1) in

types A1, D4m+2, and E7), ρ̃χ,t is weakly motivic, i.e. satisfies the generalized Kuga-Satake
property.

The real content of this result is forG of typesD2m and E7; when π1(G) = {1} (typesG2,
E8), there can never be any generalized Kuga-Satake lift satisfying criterion D.3. In typeA1, the
construction is not completely trivial, but the motives in question are generated by abelian varieties
and Artin motives, so fail to satisfy our criterion D.1.5 But in the essential cases of typesD2m and
E7, all of our desiderata are met, the key point being that for suitable choice ofH̃, the groupH̃1

has irreducible representations restricting to each of theminuscule representations of the simply-
connected coverG∨sc of G∨; these are representations not possessed by the original (adjoint) group
G∨. See§6 for details.

We now briefly summarize the approach to constructing the lifted local systems ˜ρχ. Yun’s ρχ is
constructed as the eigen-local system associated to a Heckeeigensheaf on a certain moduli space
Bun of G-bundles onP1 with level structure at the points{0, 1,∞}. Simply put, we enlarge the
center of the semi-simple groupG to form a reductive group̃G (whose dual group̃G∨ plays the
role of H̃ above); then we study an analogous moduli spacẽBun ofG̃-bundles with level structure,
and show that Yun’s eigensheaves can be extended to eigensheaves onB̃un. The weakly motivic
nature of the lifts ˜ρχ,t is realized in the (restricting to the interesting cases in type A1, D2m, E7)
minuscule representations of̃G∨ (or rather, ofG̃∨1 ); as in [Yun14a], the motives themselves are
closely related to the (intersection) cohomology of certain open subvarieties of affine Schubert
varieties.

To put this approach in perspective, let us note that it is a geometric analogue of the classical
automorphic construction parallel to the lifting problem (2). Namely, extending an automorphic
representation ofG to G̃ heuristically corresponds to lifting a representationLF → G∨(C) of the
‘automorphic Langlands group’LF to G̃∨(C). We are carrying out an analogue for certain Hecke
eigensheaves, being careful to retain hold of the explicit ‘motivic’ nature of the corresponding
eigen-local systems.

In fact, we prove something considerably stronger than Theorem 1.4, strengthening the ‘motivic’
result even in Yun’s original context. Rather than showing (as in part 2 of Theorem 1.4) that the ˜ρχ,t
(or ρχ,t) are weakly motivic, we show (Theorem 6.1) that foranyfinite-dimensional representation
r of H̃1, r ◦ ρ̃χ,t is motivated. The content of this assertion is the following: the arguments show-
ing thatρχ,t andρ̃χ,t are weakly motivic rest on the fact that quasi-miniscule andminiscule affine
Schubert varieties have very mild singularities (punctualin the quasi-miniscule case; none at all in
the miniscule case). For such varieties (and their close cousins that appear in the proof), we can in
quite elementary terms describe their intersection cohomology groups as theℓ-adic realizations of
motivated motives. The claim thatall r ◦ ρ̃χ,t are motivated depends on a similar description, but for
varieties with singularities as bad as those of any affine Schubert variety. This essentially means
we need a ‘motivated’ description of the intersection cohomology IH∗(Yk̄,Qℓ) of an arbitrarily sin-
gular, and not necessarily projective, varietyY over a characteristic zero fieldk; to be precise, since
motivated motives do not reflect ‘mixed’ behavior, we prove such an assertion for the associated

5Also, in this case, a more elementary construction of the lift can be achieved using Katz’s theory ([Kat96]) of rigid
local systems; this is a simple case of the strategy of [Pat13a].
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weight-graded GrW• IH∗(Yk̄,Qℓ). This is deduced as a consequence of a stronger ‘motivated’vari-
ant of the decomposition theorem, and especially from a ‘motivated support decomposition’: see
Theorem 8.13 and Corollary 8.14. Here is the statement for intersection cohomology:

Theorem 1.5(see Corollary 8.15). Let k be a finitely-generated field of characteristic zero, and let
Y/k be any quasi-projective variety. Then there is an object M∈ Mk whoseℓ-adic realization is
isomorphic asΓk-representation toGrWi IHm(Yk̄,Qℓ). If Γ is a finite group scheme over k acting on
Y, and e∈ Q[Γ(k̄)]Γk is an idempotent, then for any embeddingQ ֒→ Qℓ there is an object ofMk,Q

whoseQ ֒→ Qℓ-realization is isomorphic asΓk-representation toGrWi e(IHm(Yk̄,Qℓ).
The same holds for intersection cohomology with compact supports.

When Y is projective, in which case IHm(Yk̄,Qℓ) is pure of weightm, andk is algebraically
closed, this6 is a recent result of de Cataldo-Migliorini ([dM14, Theorem3.2.2]), part of their
beautiful series of papers (see for instance [dCM05], [dCM10], [dC12]) re-establishing the de-
composition theorem and its associated mixed Hodge-theoretic package by ‘geometric,’ rather
than ‘sheaf-theoretic,’ methods. These papers chart a fundamental advance in our understanding
of the geometry of perverse sheaves, and I expect will find many more, and far deeper, motivic
applications than the one here. Since the arguments establishing Theorem 1.5 are independent of
those of the rest of this paper, I refer the reader to§7.1 for a fuller introduction, and for an overview
of the approach to Theorem 1.5. Also see Remark 8.16 for additional applications, such as ap-adic
de Rham comparison isomorphism for intersection cohomology.

2. Bundles with level structure

In this section only, we allowG to be any connected reductive group over a fieldk, andX to be
any smooth projective geometrically connected curve overk. Our aim is to review a construction
from [Yun11, §4.2] of moduli spaces ofG-bundles onX with level structure at a finite setS =
{x1, . . . , xn} ⊂ X(k) of k-points. Here and throughout, we denote byLG andL+G the ‘abstract’
loop group and positive loop group ofG, i.e. the functors ofk-algebras given byR 7→ G (R((t)))
andR 7→ G(R[[ t]]) (a group ind-scheme and pro-algebraic group, respectively, overk), wheret is a
formal parameter. Now letx be a closed point ofX, and denote byOx the complete local ring ofX
at x, with fraction fieldKx. Then we denote byLxG andL+xG the functorsR 7→ G

(
R̂⊗κ(x)Kx

)
and

R 7→ G
(
R̂⊗κ(x)Ox

)
.

Definition 2.1. Let BunG,S,∞ → Ringk be the stack associated to the following prestack Bunpre
G,S,∞

overk: for anyk-algebraR, Bunpre
G,S,∞(R) is the groupoid of triples (α,P, τ) where

• α = (αxi )i=1,...,n is a collection of local coordinatesαxi : R[[ t]]
∼−→ Ôxi (here we regardxi as

anR-point xi : SpecR→ XR and take the formal completion ofXR along the graphΓ(xi));
• P is aG-torsor onXR;
• τ = (τxi )i=1,...,n is a collection of full level structures (abbreviatingDxi = Spec(̂Oxi ))

τxi : G×Dxi

∼−→ P|Dxi
.

6Not exactly, of course, since as we have phrased the result the theorem is vacuous fork algebraically closed; in
that case substitute for theℓ-adic cohomology the collection of Betti, de Rham, andℓ-adic realizations.
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Let AutO denote the pro-algebraic group of continuous automorphisms ofk[[ t]]. The semi-direct
product

(LG ⋊ AutO)n

acts on the right on BunG,S,∞ as follows.

Definition 2.2. For g = (gi)i=1,...n ∈ G(R((t))n andσ = (σi)i=1,...,n ∈ Aut(R[[ t]])n, and (α,P, τ) ∈
Bunpre

G,S,∞(R), let (g, σ) act on (α,P, τ) by

Rg,σ(α,P, τ) = (α ◦ σ,Pg, τg),

where:
• α ◦ σ = (αxi ◦ σi)i;
• Pg is theG-bundle onXR obtained by gluingP|XR−∪iΓ(xi ) to the trivialG-bundles on the the

completionsDxi = Ôxi along the punctured discsD×xi
via the isomorphisms

G× D×xi

αxi ◦gi◦α−1
xi−−−−−−−→ G×D×xi

τxi−−→ P|D×xi
.

• τg = (τg
xi )i=1,...,n consists of thetautologicaltrivializations ofPg over eachDxi coming from

the definition ofPg.

At each of the pointsxi, we now fix a pro-algebraic subgroupPi of LG that is stable under the
action of AutO; we additionally require that for some integerm, Pi should contain the subgroup

I (m) = {g ∈ L+G : g ≡ 1 (mod tm)}
in finite co-dimension.

Definition 2.3. Having fixedS = {x1, . . . , xn} andP1, . . . ,Pn as above, we define BunG,S(P1, . . . ,Pn)
to be the stack associated to the quotient prestack

R 7→ BunG,S,∞(R)/
n∏

i=1

(Pi ⋊ AutO)(R).

When there is no risk of confusion, we omit the subscriptS from the notation and simply write
BunG(P1, . . . ,Pn).

Note that since the action of (LG ⋊ AutO)n does not necessarily preserve the isomorphism class
of theG-torsorP on XR, the moduli space BunG,S(P1, . . . ,Pn) need not have a projection to BunG.
The action does not alterP|XR−∪Γ(xi ), however, so an object of BunG,S(P1, . . . ,Pn)(R) does yield a
well-definedG-torsor on this complement. Also, the category BunG,S(P1, . . . ,Pn) has a tautological
object given by taking the image of an object of Bunpre

G,S,∞(k) given by the trivial bundle with its
tautological level structures and any fixed choice of local coordinatesαxi .

7

Lemma 2.4. BunG,S(P1, . . . ,Pn) is an algebraic stack locally of finite-type.

Proof. This follows exactly as in [Yun14a, Corollary 4.2.6], by first deducing the result for

BunG,S(I 1(m), . . . , I n(m))

from the (well-known) result for BunG, and then deducing the case of BunG,S(P1, . . . ,Pn) from that
of BunG,S(I 1(m), . . . , I n(m)). �

7For any two such choices, the resulting objects of BunG,S,∞(k) become uniquely isomorphic modulo the Autn
O-

action.
7



Just as in [Yun14a, Lemma 4.2.5], we also have:

Lemma 2.5. For each i= 1, . . . , n, let

Ωxi = NLG(Pi)/Pi .

Then there is a right-action ofΩxi on BunG,S(P1, . . . ,Pn).

Finally, we can replace anyPi by some finite cover, still acting on BunG,S,∞ on the right through
Pi; Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 continue to hold.

Remark2.6. For the reader’s convenience, we put this statement in its classical context: on auto-
morphic forms over a function fieldF

f : G(F)\G(AF)/


∏

x,xi

G(Ôx) ×
∏

i

Pi

→ Qℓ,

we have the usual action by Hecke correspondences arising from decomposing the double coset
PiwPi into single cosets. But whenw normalizesPi, the Hecke action comes from an actual
automorphism (right-translation) of the moduli spaceG(F)\G(AF)/

(∏
x,xi

G(Ôx) ×
∏

i Pi

)
.

3. Our setting

Now we describe in detail the setting of this paper, taking [Yun14a] as our starting-point. LetG
be a split (almost-)simple simply-connected group overk, satisfying the following two hypotheses:

• G is oddly-laced;
• −1 belongs to the Weyl groupWG of G.

Explicitly, we takeG to be a split simple simply-connected group of typeA1, D2n, G2, E7, or E8 in
the Dynkin classification. In fact, as we will see, the results of this paper are only non-trivial when
the simply-connected and adjoint forms ofG differ: so for all practical purposes, we are working
with typesA1, D2n, andE7.

Let G̃ be a split connected reductive group overk with derived group equal toG, so that the
quotientG̃/G = S is a torus; call the quotient mapν : G̃ → S. Fix a maximal torus̃T of G̃ and
a BorelB̃ containingT̃, likewise givingT = T̃ ∩G, B = B̃∩G, and determining based root data
for G̃ andG, and an explicit Weyl groupWG defined in terms ofT. We denote bỹZ andZG the
centers ofG̃ andG, and we let̃Z0 be the identity component of̃Z. Note that in all cases under
considerationZG = ZG[2]. The cases of particular interest for us–in which there is a non-trivial
Kuga-Satake lifting problem–are those in whichZG , {1}, namely typesA1, D2n, andE7. From
now on we

(4) assume the characteristic ofk is not 2.

In particular,ZG is a discrete group scheme overk, and the order of the kernel of the isogeny
Z̃ ։ S is invertible ink. Our first task is to define the moduli spaces ofG̃-bundles onX = P1

with level structure that will supply us with Hecke eigensheaves. We first recall the construction
in [Yun14a]. Yun works with the following conjugacy class ofparahoric subgroups inLG (see
[Yun14a,§2.2-2.3]). In the apartmentA(T) associated toT of the building ofLG, we can choose
as origin the point corresponding to the subgroupL+G, with the resulting identificationA(T) �
X•(T)⊗R. Then under this identification12ρ

∨ lies in a unique facet, and we letP1
2ρ
∨ be the parahoric

subgroup associated to this facet. More precisely, Bruhat-Tits theory provides, for any faceta in
8



the building ofLG, a smooth group schemePa over k[[ t]] with connected fibers whose generic
fiber isG ×Speck Speck((t)). We definePa to be the pro-algebraic subgroup ofLG representing the
functor (ofk-algebras)

R 7→ Pa(R[[ t]]) .

We then apply this construction to the case wherea is the facet containing12ρ
∨. Let K denote the

maximal reductive quotient ofP1
2ρ
∨ ; sinceG is simply-connected,K is connected. Moreover, Yun

shows ([Yun14a,§2.5]) thatK has a canonical connected double cover:

Definition 3.1. Let (2)K denote the connected double-cover ofK, so there is an exact sequence

1→ µker
2 → (2)K → K → 1.

Note that our notation differs from that of [Yun14a,§2.5], where this group is denoted̃K; we
reservẽ(∗) for groups associated with the enlargementG̃ of G.

We now define the particular moduli stacks of interest, beginning with the ones used in [Yun14a].
Let P0 ⊂ L0G be the parahoric subgroup in the conjugacy class ofP1

2ρ
∨ that contains the Iwahori

I 0 ⊂ L+0G, defined in terms ofB. Moreover let
(2)P0 = P0 ×K0

(2)K0,

and letP+0 denote the pro-unipotent radical ofP0. Next letP∞ be the parahoric in the conjugacy
class ofP1

2ρ
∨ that contains the IwahoriI op

∞ ⊂ L+∞G defined in terms ofBop. Finally, let I 1 ⊂ L+1G
denote the Iwahori subgroup defined again in terms ofB. In the notation of§2, we now letS =
{0, 1,∞} ⊂ P1(k); for later reference, we letX0 be the varietyP1 − S overk. The primary object of
study in [Yun14a] is the moduli space (see Definition 2.3)

Bun= BunG((2)P0, I 1,P∞).

This sits in the following diagram:

(5) Bun+

��

// BunG(P+0 ,P∞)

�� ((❘
❘❘

❘❘
❘❘

❘❘
❘❘

❘❘

Bun // BunG((2)P0,P∞) // BunG(P0,P∞),

where Bun+ = BunG(P+0 , I 1,P∞). The vertical maps are(2)K0-torsors, and the square is 2-cartesian.
Next we modify these constructions to define the corresponding moduli stacks of̃G-bundles on

X. There are various ways of doing this; we take care to choose the new level structures so that the
moduli spaces in theG andG̃ cases are most easily compared.

Definition 3.2. Let P̃∞ be the sub-group scheme ofL∞G̃ generated byP∞ andL+∞(Z̃0). Let P̃0(1)
be the sub-group scheme ofL0G̃ generated byP0 and the pro-algebraic group̃Z0(1) defined as the
kernel of reduction modulot (a local coordinate at zero),

Z̃0(1) = ker(L+0 (Z̃0)→ Z̃0).

Note that̃P0(1) is isomorphic to the direct productP0 × Z̃0(1): the restriction ofν to ν : Z̃0 →
S can be identified with a product of mapsGm → Gm, each given by multiplication by some
n ∈ {±1,±2}, so (working one coordinate at a time) for anyx ∈ R[[ t]], 1 = ν(1 + tx) = 1 +
ntx+ (higher order terms) forcesx = 0, since we have assumed (see (4)) that 2 is invertible ink.

9



Moreover, the pro-unipotent radical of̃P0(1) is P+0 · Z̃0(1), so the maximal reductive quotient of
P̃0(1) is alsoK0. In particular, we can form the analogous group(2)P̃0(1) by pullback.

Finally, let Ĩ 1 denote the Iwahori subgroup associated toB̃ in L+1G̃. With this notation in place,
we introduce our main object of study:

Definition 3.3. Let B̃un denote the algebraic stack BunG̃((2)P̃0(1), Ĩ 1, P̃∞).

Similarly settingB̃un
+
= BunG̃(P+0 · Z̃0(1), Ĩ 1, P̃∞), we then have thẽG-analogue of the basic

diagram (5):

(6) B̃un
+

��

// BunG̃(P+0 · Z̃0(1), P̃∞)

�� ))❙❙
❙❙❙

❙❙❙
❙❙❙

❙❙❙

B̃un // BunG̃((2)P̃0(1), P̃∞) // BunG̃(P̃0(1), P̃∞),

in which the vertical maps are still(2)K0-torsors, and the diagram is 2-cartesian.
We now must recall the Birkhoff decomposition and uniformization results forG- (or G̃-) bun-

dles onX = P1. Consider the ‘trivialG-bundle onA1 with tautologicalP0-level structure’P0
A1;

to be precise,P0
A1 is defined as in§2, and is not literally aG-bundle onA1. Likewise letP̃0

A1 be

the trivialG̃-bundle onA1 with tautological̃P0(1) level structure at zero. LetΓ0 andΓ̃0 denote the
group ind-schemes of automorphisms ofP0

A1 andP̃0
A1, respectively. Also letWaff denote the affine

Weyl groupX•(T) ⋊WG, and letW̃ = X•(T̃) ⋊WG denote the Iwahori-Weyl group of̃G. The Weyl
group of the reductive quotientK∞ of P∞ can be identified with a subgroup ofWaff: take the sub-
group generated by simple reflections that fix the alcove ofP∞. The same holds for the reductive
quotientK0 of P0 and its Weyl group, and in both cases, we write the resulting subgroup ofWaff as
WK.

Lemma 3.4. There are isomorphisms of stacks

[Γ0\L∞G/P∞]
∼−→ BunG(P0,P∞)(7)

[Γ̃0\L∞G̃/P̃∞]
∼−→ BunG̃(P̃0(1), P̃∞).(8)

and Birkhoff decompositions

L∞G(k̄) =
∐

WK\Waff/WK

Γ0(k̄)wP∞(k̄)(9)

L∞G̃(k̄) =
∐

WK\W̃/WK

Γ̃0(k̄)wP̃∞(k̄).(10)

Proof. See [Yun14a,§3.2.2] and [HNY13, Proposition 1.1]. �

It follows easily from diagram (6) thatπ0(B̃un) is naturally in bijection withπ0(BunG̃(P̃0(1), P̃∞));
this is in turn in bijection (sinceG is simply-connected) with

π0(BunG̃)
ν−→
∼
π0(BunS)

∼←− π0(L∞S/L+∞S)
∼←− X•(S).

We can describe the connected components ofB̃un in terms of this uniformization. First note that
replacingP0 with (2)P0, andP̃0(1) with (2)P̃0(1) we get obvious analogues of Lemma 3.4. Then,

10



for eachw ∈ WK\W̃/WK we obtain an object̃Pw of BunG̃((2)P̃0(1), P̃∞)(k) by glueingP̃0
A1 with

Ad(w)P̃∞; and we can make the corresponding construction ofPw ∈ BunG((2)P0,P∞) for w ∈Waff.
The stabilizers ofPw andP̃w are, respectively

StabGw =
(
Γ0 ∩ wP∞w−1

)
×K0

(2)K0(11)

StabG̃w =
(̃
Γ0 ∩ wP̃∞w−1

)
×K0

(2)K0.(12)

In other words, BunG((2)P0,P∞) has a stratification by sub-stacks [{Pw}/StabGw], and likewise

BunG̃((2)P̃0(1), P̃∞) has a stratification by sub-stacks [{P̃w}/StabG̃w]. By taking the preimages in
Bun andB̃un, we obtain stratifications by sub-stacks that we denote Bunw (for w ∈ WK\Waff/WK)
andB̃unw (for w ∈WK\W̃/WK), respectively. Forw = λ ⋊wG ∈ W̃ = X•(T̃) ⋊WG, B̃unw lies in the
component corresponding toν◦λ ∈ X•(S). In particular, we can identify the connected component
of B̃un containing the tautological objectP1 as

B̃un
0
=

∐

w=λ⋊wG∈WK\W̃/WK
λ∈X•(T)

B̃unw =
∐

w∈WK\Waff/WK

B̃unw.

Taking the associated̃G-bundle defines a map Bun→ B̃un, and forw ∈WK\Waff/WK it respects
the above stratifications, yielding a map Bunw→ B̃unw. The crucial point is the following:

Proposition 3.5. The mapBun→ B̃un
0

is an equivalence.

Proof. We check this stratum-by-stratum. It suffices to show that for allw ∈ X•(T) ⋊WG = Waff ⊂
W̃, StabGw = StabG̃w, i.e. that the natural map

Γ0 ∩ wP∞w−1 → Γ̃0 ∩ wP̃∞w−1

is an isomorphism. For ak-algebraR, an element of
(̃
Γ0 ∩ wP̃∞w−1

)
(R) gives rise fppf-locally on

R to an equation of the formp0z0 = wz∞p∞w−1 with p0 ∈ P0(R), z0 ∈ Z̃0(1)(R), p∞ ∈ P∞(R), and
z∞ ∈ L+∞(Z̃0). Applying ν, we findν(z0) = ν(z∞); but since 1+ tR[[ t]] ∩R[[ t−1]]× = {1}, we see that
ν(z0) = ν(z∞) = 1. This forces (as in the argument following Definition 3.2, by our assumption
on char(k)) z0 = 1, andz∞ ∈ P∞(R). We may as well then assumez∞ = 1 (incorporatingz∞
into p∞), and so we actually have an equalityp0 = wp∞w−1 bearing witness to an element of(
Γ0 ∩ wP∞w−1

)
(R). This implies

Γ0 ∩ wP∞w−1 → Γ̃0 ∩ wP̃∞w−1

is an epimorphism, and as it is obviously injective, we are done. �

4. The eigensheaves

4.1. Construction of the eigensheaves.In this section, we combine the equivalence Bun
∼−→ B̃un

0

of Proposition 3.5 with the analysis of the sheaf theory of Bun carried out in [Yun14a, Theorem 3.2]
to produce our desired Hecke eigensheaves oñBun. The key simplification arises from applying
Lemma 2.5 at the pointx = 1, where we have takeñI 1 level structure. In this case we identify
the groupΩ1 with the stabilizer inW̃ of the alcove corresponding to the standard IwahoriĨ 1, and
ν : Ω1

∼−→ X•(S) also identifiesΩ1 with π0(B̃un). Forγ ∈ Ω1, we denote by

Tγ : B̃un→ B̃un
11



the action given by Lemma 2.5. Writing̃Bun
γ

for the connected component corresponding toγ,
we see thatTγ induces isomorphisms

Tγ : B̃un
0 ∼−→ B̃un

γ
.

In particular, all connected components of̃Bun are isomorphic (compare [HNY13, Corollary 1.2]).8

The idea is to take Yun’s construction of a perverse Hecke eigensheaf on Bun
∼−→ B̃un

0
, and then

use the (‘ramified Hecke operators’)Tγ to propagate the eigensheaf to the other connected compo-
nents ofB̃un. We begin by reviewing Yun’s construction ([Yun14a,§3]). The tautological object
in BunG(P0,P∞) (with automorphism groupK0) has preimage in Bun equivalent to a quotient
[(2)K0\ f lG], for a suitable action ofK0 on f lG (see [Yun14a,§3.2.4]). K0 acts onf lG with finitely
many orbits, so there is a unique open orbitU ⊂ f lG, giving open embeddings

[(2)K0\U] ⊂ [(2)K0\ f lG] ⊂ Bun.

As in [Yun14a,§3.2.5], we fix a pointu0 ∈ U(Z[1/N]) (for someN sufficiently large, and for an
integral model ofU arising from extendingK0 andG to split reductive group schemes over some
Z[1/M]), and

(13) denote byu0 ∈ U(k) the inducedk-point for allk of sufficiently large characteristic.

This choice is in effect from now on. As an element ofU(k) ⊂ f lG(k), u0 corresponds to a Borel
subgroupB0 ⊂ G overk, which is in general position with respect toK0:

Definition 4.1. Let A denote the finite group schemeB0 ∩ K0 overk. Let (2)A denote the double-
cover of A given by pullback along(2)K0 ։ K0.9 Finally, letZ((2)A) denote the center of(2)A.

Recall the following results ([Yun14a,§2.6]) on the structure and representation theory of the
finite 2-group(2)A(k̄). Recall that we have set

(14) Q′ =


Q if G is of typeD4n, G2, or E8;

Q(ı) if G is of typeA1, D4n+2, or E7,

and have also setQ′
ℓ
= Qℓ(ı). All sheaves considered will beQ′

ℓ
-sheaves. In parallel to this

condition on the coefficients, we impose the following restriction on the field of definition k, in
effect for the rest of this paper:

(15)
√
−1 ∈ k for G of typeA1, D4m+2, or E7.

Lemma 4.2. Assume k satisfies condition (15), so thatΓk acts trivially on Z((2)A)(k̄).

(1) (2)ZG = Z((2)A).
(2) Restriction to(2)ZG(k̄) gives a bijection between irreducible odd representationsof (2)A(k̄)

and odd characters of Z((2)A(k̄)):

(16) Irr
Q
((2)A(k̄))odd

∼−→ Hom(Z((2)A)(k̄),Q
×
)odd = Hom(Z((2)A)(k̄),Q′×)odd.

8Note that this is a special, and highly simplifying, featureof our particular context: for contrast, observe that the
degree zero and degree one connected components of BunGL2 (X = P1 still) are not isomorphic, since no degree 1
vector bundle has GL2 as its automorphism group.

9Note that this is what Yun denotes̃A.
12



(3) If k is a finite field, local field, or number field, then for each oddχ : Z((2)A)(k̄) → Q′×,
the corresponding irreducible representation Vχ of (2)A(k̄) descends to an irreducible rep-
resentation of(2)A(k̄) ⋊ Γk, whose coefficients can be taken to beQ(ı).

Proof. The first claim is [Yun14a, Lemma 2.6(2)]. The second claim iselementary: the inverse
of the isomorphism (16) is given by inducing the central character, up to some multiplicity. The
third claim is a variant of [Yun14a, Lemma 2.7], whose proof is not complete.10 The obstruction to
descendingVχ to a representation of(2)A(k̄) ⋊ Γk is a class inH2(Γk,Q

×
). This Galois cohomology

group vanishes for the claimedk: this is elementary fork finite, and for local and especially number
fields it is a beautiful theorem of Tate ([Ser77, Theorem 4]).The argument showing the descended
Vχ can be defined withQ(ı) coefficients is as in [Yun14a, Lemma 2.7]. �

For clarity, we collect in one place the various conditions in effect on the field of definitionk:

Definition 4.3. Consider any odd central characterχ : Z((2)A)(k̄) → Q′×, with associated irre-
ducible representationVχ of (2)A(k̄). Let k be any field satisfying conditions (15) and (13), and
moreoverfor whichVχ satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 4.2(3). Then from now on letVχ denote
a fixed choice of descent to an irreducible representation of(2)A(k̄) ⋊ Γk, withQ(ı) coefficients.

We now recall the crucial result analyzing the sheaf theory of Bun, or, in our case,̃Bun
0
.

Throughout, for an algebraic stackX over a fieldk, we will write Db(X) for the derived category
of bounded complexes ofQ′

ℓ
-sheaves with constructible cohomology, as in [LO08] (if weneed to

specify another field of coefficients,Qℓ for instance, we will writeDb(X,Qℓ)). Recall ([Yun14a,
§3.3.1]) the sub-category

Db(Bun)odd ⊂ Db(Bun)

of odd sheaves, on whichµker
2 = ker((2)K0 → K0) acts by the sign character. We can similarly define

Db(B̃un)odd, sinceµker
2 is also contained in the automorphism group of every object of B̃un. For

future reference, let us also note a refinement of this observation: the automorphism group of every
object of BuñG(P̃0(1), Ĩ 1, P̃∞) contains the centerZG of G, and likewise the automorphism group
of every object ofB̃un contains the double cover (pullback under(2)K0 → K0) (2)ZG of ZG. We can
therefore decomposeDb(B̃un) into a direct sum of categoriesDb(B̃un)ψ, indexed over characters

ψ : (2)ZG → Q
×
ℓ . We of course will be interested in the corresponding decomposition ofDb(B̃un)odd

into a direct sum over the odd charactersψ.
Now we recall the main result analyzing odd sheaves on Bun. Let j : [(2)K0\U] ֒→ Bun denote

the open inclusion.

Theorem 4.4(Theorem 3.2 of [Yun14a]). Assume G is the split simple simply-connected group of
type A1, D2n, E7, E8, or G2. Then the restriction

j∗ : Db(Bun)odd→ Db([(2)K0\U])odd

is an equivalence of categories with quasi-inverse given byj ! = j∗.

The analysis of connected components of̃Bun then implies:

10Namely, that argument uses the incorrect assertion thatH2(Γ,Q
×
) = 0 for Γ a finite group isomorphic to a direct

sum ofZ/2Z’s.
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Corollary 4.5. For all γ ∈ Ω1, consider the composite

jγ = Tγ ◦ j : [(2)K0\U] ֒→ B̃un
γ
.

Then the restriction
j∗γ : Db(B̃un

γ
)odd→ Db([(2)K0\U])odd

is an equivalence with inverse jγ,! = jγ,∗.

Assumek is as in Definition 4.3. We can now define the hoped-for eigensheaves oñBun overk,
starting from Yun’s construction on Bun. Fix an odd character (recall equation (16))

(17) χ : Z((2)A)(k̄)→ Q′×,
to which we have associated (Lemma 4.2 and Definition 4.3) an irreducible representationVχ of
(2)A(k̄) ⋊ Γk havingχ as central character. By [Yun14a, Lemma 3.3],Vχ ⊗Q(ı) Q

′
ℓ

is isomorphic to
the pullback underu0 of a geometrically irreducible local system

Fχ ∈ Loc(2)K0
(U,Q′ℓ)odd,

which we view as an object ofDb([(2)K0\U])odd. Yun’s eigensheaf is then ([Yun14a, Theorem 4.2])

j !(Fχ) = j∗(Fχ) ∈ Db(Bun)odd.

Definition 4.6. Assumek is as in Definition 4.3. Letχ : Z((2)A(k̄))→ Q×ℓ be any odd character. We
letAχ ∈ Db(B̃un)odd be the perverse sheaf oñBun whose restrictionAγ

χ, for all γ ∈ Ω1, to B̃un
γ

is
given by

Aγ
χ = Aχ|B̃un

γ = jγ,!Fχ = jγ,∗Fχ.

That is, we make the only definition compatible with the requirement thatA0
χ be Yun’s eigen-

sheaf, and thatAχ be eigen for the ramified Hecke operatorsTγ at 1∈ X.

4.2. Geometric Satake equivalence.We recall a convenient form of the geometric Satake equiv-
alence. See [MV07] and [Yun14a,§4.1] for more background. LetG be any split connected
reductive group overk (G will of course eventually be eitherG or G̃). Let GrG = LG/L+G as usual
denote the affine Grassmannian ofG. The main result of [MV07] describes the category Satgeom

G
of (L+G)k̄-equivariant perverse sheaves on GrG,k̄: Satgeom

G admits a convolution product making it a
neutral Tannakian category overQℓ with fiber functor

H∗ : Satgeom
G → VectQℓ(18)

K 7→ H∗(GrG,k̄,K)(19)

This fiber functor induces an equivalence

Satgeom
G

∼−→ Rep(G∨)
where we writeG∨ for the (split form overQℓ of the) dual group ofG. We need a version of
Satgeom
G overk rather than̄k. It is natural for us to deviate from [Yun14a,§4.1] and instead follow

the suggestion of [HNY13, Remark 2.9] and [FG09,§2]. Recall that the simple objects of Satgeom
G

are given by the intersection cohomology sheaves of the affine Schubert varieties GrG,≤λ. For all
dominantλ ∈ X•(T), we write

jλ : GrG,λ ֒→ GrG
14



for the inclusion of theL+G-orbit containingtλ. Then by definition the intersection cohomology
sheaf of the closure GrG,≤λ of GrG,λ is

ICλ = jλ,!∗Qℓ[〈2ρ, λ〉],
the shift reflecting that the dimension of GrG,λ is 〈2ρ, λ〉. We will define SatG to be the full subcat-
egory of perverse sheaves on GrG consisting of finite direct sums of arbitrary Tate twists ICλ(m),
for all λ ∈ X•(T)+ andm ∈ Z. Note that, in contrast to [Yun14a,§4.1], we do not normalize the
weights of the ICλ’s to be zero: this bookkeeping device frees us from having tochoose a square
root of the cyclotomic character;11 and it ensures that the local systems we eventually construct
will specialize (at points ofX0(K), for K/Qℓ finite) to de Rham Galois representations. Adapting
the argument of [Yun14a,§4.1] to our normalization, a result of Arkhipov-Bezrukavnikov ([AB09,
§3]) implies that SatG is closed under convolution: to be precise, we have

ICλ ∗ ICµ � ⊕ν ICν(〈ν − λ − µ, ρ〉).
Note that〈ν − λ − µ, ρ〉 is an integer, since onlyν for which there is an inclusion of highest weight
representationsVν ֒→ Vµ ⊗ Vλ, and in particular for whichλ + µ − ν lies in the root lattice, will
appear on the right-hand side. We would like to combine the tensor functor

(20) H∗k̄ : SatG → Satgeom
G

H∗−−→ Rep(G∨)
with a mechanism for keeping track of the weight/Tate twist. One way to do this is to replace SatG
by a skeleton whose objects are precisely the direct sums of the various ICλ(n) (the skeleton can be
equipped with a suitable tensor structure making these equivalent as tensor categories), and then to
define a fully faithful tensor functor

H∗w : SatG → Rep(G∨ × Gm)

by additively extending the assignment on simple objects

ICλ(n) 7→ H∗k̄(ICλ(n)) ⊠
(
z 7→ z〈2ρ,λ〉−2n

)
.

Composing with the canonical fiber functorω of Rep(G∨ ×Gm), this yields a surjective homomor-
phismG∨ × Gm→ Aut⊗(ω ◦ H∗w) whose kernel

{(g, z) ∈ G∨ × Gm : for all dominantλ ∈ X•(T) and alln ∈ Z, g acts onVλ by z2n−〈2ρ,λ〉}
is clearly equal to the subgroup〈(2ρ(−1),−1)〉 ⊂ G∨ × Gm. That is, we have a tensor-equivalence
SatG

∼−→ Rep(G∨1 ), where we define (following [FG09])

(21) G∨1 = (G∨ × Gm)/〈(2ρ(−1),−1)〉.
Note that IfG is simply-connected, thenG∨1 is isomorphic toG∨ × Gm, since 2ρ(−1) = 1.

4.3. Geometric Hecke operators.We briefly recall the definition of geometric Hecke operators
in our context, as well as the notion of Hecke eigensheaf. Recall that the Hecke stack̃Hk associated
to B̃un is the category of tuples (R, x,P,P′, ι) where:

• R is ak-algebra;
• x ∈ X0(R);
• P andP′ are objects of̃Bun(R);
• ι is an isomorphism ofP andP′ away from the graph ofx.

11Which of course cannot be done overk = Q, although it is possible over many quadratic extensions ofQ.
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Projecting such data to (R, x,P) (the map
←−
h ) or (R, x,P′) (the map

−→
h ) gives a correspondence

diagram

H̃k
←−
h

zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉ −→

h

$$■
■■

■■
■■

■■

B̃un× X0 B̃un× X0

As explained in [Yun14a,§4.1.3] (using the fact that–see [HNY13, Remark 4.1]–
−→
h and

←−
h are lo-

cally trivial fibrations in the smooth topology, with fibers isomorphic to Gr̃G), or slightly differently
in [Yun13, 4.3.1], for eachK ∈ Sat̃G there is an objectKH̃k ∈ Db(H̃k,Qℓ) whose restriction to each

geometric fiber of
−→
h is isomorphic toK . As usual, the (universal) geometric Hecke operator is the

functor

T : Sat̃G×Db(B̃un× X0)→ Db(B̃un× X0)(22)

(K ,F ) 7→ −→h !

(←−
h ∗(F ) ⊗Qℓ KH̃k

)
(23)

The induced functor
Sat̃G → End(Db(B̃un× X0))

is monoidal. When the input fromDb(B̃un× X0) is of the formF ⊠Qℓ for someF ∈ Db(B̃un), we
write

TK (F ) = T(K ,F ⊠ Qℓ)
Finally, recall the definition of a Hecke eigensheaf:

Definition 4.7. LetF be an object ofDb(B̃un). We say thatF is a Hecke eigensheaf if there exists

• a tensor functor̃E : Sat̃G → Loc(X0);
• a system of isomorphismsǫK for all K ∈ Sat̃G

ǫK : TK (F )
∼−→ F ⊠ Ẽ(K)

satisfying compatibility conditions that will not concernus (see [Gai07, following Propo-
sition 2.8]).

In this case we call̃E the eigen-local system ofF .

4.4. Proof of the eigensheaf property.Recall that we have fixed a pointu0 : Speck → U. We

also writeu0 for the induced maps Speck → [(2)K0\U] ⊂ B̃un
0 ⊂ B̃un. For allγ ∈ Ω1, we can

compose withTγ to obtain

uγ : Speck→ B̃un
γ
.

From Corollary 4.5, we obtain equivalences

(uγ × id)∗ : Db(B̃un
γ × X0)odd

∼−→ D(2)A(X0)odd,

where(2)A acts trivially onX0. The strategy for provingAχ is an eigensheaf (χ as in equation 17) is
to show that for allγ ∈ Ω1 and allK ∈ Sat̃G, (uγ × id)∗TK (Aχ) is concentrated in a single perverse
degree. Such sheavesAχ can then be explicitly described via Corollary 4.5 and an analogue of
[Yun14a, Lemma 3.4]. In preparation for this computation, note that theTγ,! andT∗γ commute
with theTK : informally this is the statement that ‘Hecke operators at different places commute’;
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more formally, the stack̃Hk carries anΩ1-action compatible with its two projections
←−
h and

−→
h .

Furthermore, the spread-out sheavesKH̃k (for all K ∈ Sat̃G) areΩ1-equivariant, so we find

(uγ × id)∗TK (Aχ) � (u0 × id)∗(Tγ × id)∗TK (Aχ)(24)

� (u0 × id)∗TK (T∗γAχ) � (u0 × id)∗TK (Aχ).(25)

Now consider the following diagram, where declaring the squares cartesian defines the new objects

G̃R andG̃R
U

γ :

(26) G̃R
U

γ

ωU
γ

zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈

jγ
// G̃R

ω
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤

//

π

��

H̃k

−→
h
��

[(2)K0\U]
jγ

// B̃un X0 u0×id
// B̃un× X0.

Hereω is the remaining projection corresponding to
←−
h onH̃k. Note that̃GR is the analogue of the

Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannian in this context.12 Let us also denote by

πU
γ : G̃R

U

γ → X0

the compositeπ ◦ jγ. Repeated application of proper base-change yields

(27) (u0 × id)∗TK ( jγ,!Fχ) = (u0 × id)∗
−→
h !

(←−
h ∗( jγ,!Fχ) ⊗ KH̃k

)
� πU

γ,!

(
ωU,∗
γ (Fχ) ⊗ KG̃R

)
,

whereKG̃R denote the pull-back ofKH̃k to G̃R.KG̃R[1] is perverse (recall the fibers ofKG̃R at x ∈
X0 are copies ofK), andFχ is a local system (in cohomological degree zero), soω

U,∗
γ (Fχ)⊗KG̃R[1]

is perverse. Our immediate aim is to show that each (u0 × id)∗TK ( jγ,!Fχ)[1] is a perverse sheaf on
X0. Any objectK of Sat̃G is a direct sum of simple objects, so we may assumeK is simple and
therefore supported on some GrG̃,≤λ, λ ∈ X•(T̃). The correspondingKG̃R is then supported on a

corresponding sub-stack̃GR≤λ, which pulls back in diagram (26) to a substack̃GR
U

γ,≤λ of G̃R
U

γ .
We now come to the crucial geometric lemma. We note that Yun has found (see [Yun14b,

Lemma 4.4.7]) an argument that applies much more generally;the following, an elaboration of
[Yun14a, Lemma 4.8] will suffice for us.

Lemma 4.8. For all γ ∈ Ω1, πU
γ : G̃R

U

γ,≤λ → X0 is affine.

Proof. Since [(2)K0\U] ⊂ [(2)K0\ f lG] is affine, we may replacẽGR
U

γ,≤λ with the preimage of

[(2)K0\ f lG]
jγ−→ B̃un

γ
.

Let us call thisG̃R
f l

γ,≤λ. By construction as the preimage ofB(K0) ⊂ BunG̃(P̃0(1), P̃∞) (under the

morphism (28) below), and using [Yun14a, Lemma 3.1],̃GR
f l

γ (respectivelỹGR
f l

γ,≤λ) is the non-

vanishing locus of a non-zero sectionsof a line bundleL onG̃Rγ (respectivelỹGRγ,≤λ). It suffices
to show the line bundle in question is ample. By [Laz04, Proposition 1.7.8], this can be checked
on geometric fibers, since the morphism̃GRγ,≤λ → X0 is proper. Thus letx: SpecK → X0 be a

12Note that we continue to adhere to the notational pattern of using (̃∗) to denote thẽG-version of an object that
could similarly be defined forG. Our notation is as a result not always consistent with that of [Yun14a]: for instance,

G̃R
U

denotes there (the version forG of) what we will callGU below (see diagram (36)).
17



geometric point ofX0, and consider the sectionx∗sof x∗L. The fiberG̃Rγ,≤λ,x is isomorphic to the
γ-component, truncated byλ of the affine Grassmannian GrG̃; we denote this by Grγ

G̃,≤λ
. We claim

thatx∗L is ample on Grγ
G̃
, so in particular its restriction to the closed sub-scheme Grγ

G̃,≤λ
is ample.

This claim results from the following two assertions:

• Pic(Grγ
G̃
) � Z;

• x∗s is a non-zero global section ofx∗L (which by the previous item must then be ample).
The first item follows from [Fal03, Corollary 12]. To be precise, that result shows that Pic(GrG) � Z
(for G our simply-connected group), but the same then follows for each connected component of
GrG̃.13 For the second item, recall that the pair (L, s) is the pull-back along the composite

(28) G̃Rγ → B̃un
γ T

−1
γ−−→
∼

B̃un
0→ BunG̃(P̃0(1), P̃∞)0 ∼←− BunG(P0,P∞),

where the original section is non-vanishing on the locusBK0 ⊂ BunG(P0,P∞) corresponding to the
tautological object. It suffices then to show that the geometric fibers of̃GRγ overBK0×X0 are non-
empty. To see this, note that̃Hk → B̃un× X0 has geometric fibers isomorphic to GrG̃. Choosing
an elementP of the fiber over (Pu0, x) that lies in theγ component of Gr̃G, we are done: the
isomorphismι : P|X−{x}

∼−→ Pu0|X−{x} automatically implies thatP projects to an object isomorphic
to the tautological object of BunG(P0,P∞). �

With Lemma 4.8 in hand, we can prove the main result of this section:

Theorem 4.9.For all odd charactersχ : Z((2)A) → Q×ℓ ,Aχ is a Hecke eigensheaf.

Proof. SinceωU,∗
γ (Fχ) ⊗ KG̃R[1] is perverse, andπU

γ is affine,

(u0 × id)∗TK ( jγ,!Fχ) � πU
γ,!

(
ωU,∗
γ (Fχ) ⊗ KG̃R

)
∈ pD≥1(X0).

But by Corollary 4.5, this is also

(29) (u0 × id)∗TK ( jγ,∗Fχ) � π!

(
ω∗ jγ,∗(Fχ) ⊗ KG̃R

)
.

There is a natural isomorphismω∗ ◦ jγ,∗
∼−→ jγ,∗ ◦ ωU,∗

γ : as in the proof of [Yun14a, Proposition

4.7], this follows from the fact that
←−
h is a locally trivial fibration in the smooth topology. Thus,

identifying π! = π∗ on the support ofKG̃R (π : G̃R≤λ → X0 is proper), and using the projection
formula and the Leray spectral sequence, we can carry on the identification 29 as

(30) (u0 × id)∗TK ( jγ,!Fχ) � π∗
(
( jγ,∗ω

U,∗
γ Fχ) ⊗ KG̃R

)
� πU

γ,∗
(
ωU,∗
γ Fχ ⊗ KG̃R

)
.

(This is just the obvious variant of [Yun14a, 4.19].) SinceπU
γ is affine, we can dually conclude that

(u0 × id)∗TK ( jγ,!Fχ) ∈ pD≤1(X0),

13To be absolutely precise: consider along with the affine Grassmannian the affine flag variety Fl̃G = LG̃/̃I , where
Ĩ denotes the Iwahori. The connected components Fl0

G̃
and Gr0

G̃
are, up to taking reduced sub-schemes, isomorphic to

their semi-simple counterparts FlG and GrG (see, eg, [PR08, Proposition 6.6]). As in§4.1, the different component

of FlG̃ are isomorphic via ramified Hecke operators Fl0
G̃

Tγ−−→ Flγ
G̃

. Pic(Gr0
G̃

) is isomorphic to the subgroup of Pic(Fl0
G̃

)

corresponding to the unique minimal parahoricP properly containing̃I but not contained inL+G̃ (see the proof of
[Fal03, Corollary 12]); by the same argument, Pic(Grγ

G̃
) can be described inside of Pic(Flγ

G̃
) as the subspace spanned

by the naturalO(1) onTγ(P)/̃I .
18



hence that (u0 × id)∗TK ( jγ,!Fχ)[1] is perverse. Consequently, (u0 × id)∗TK (Aχ)[1] is perverse.
Now, for each component̃Bun

γ
of B̃un, we apply [Yun14a, Lemma 3.4] to (uγ × id)∗TK (Aχ) to

conclude

TK (Aχ)|B̃un
γ×X0 �

⊕

ψ : Z((2)A)→Q×ℓ :
ψ is odd

( jγ,!Fψ) ⊠
(
V∗ψ ⊗ (uγ × id)∗TK (Aχ)ψ

)(2)A
(31)

= ( jγ,!Fχ) ⊠
(
V∗χ ⊗ (uγ × id)∗TK (Aχ)

)(2)A
,(32)

where for the second equality we use the fact that the Hecke operatorsTK carries the sub-category
Db(B̃un)ψ to Db(B̃un× X0)ψ for anyψ : (2)ZG → Q

×
ℓ (recall from Lemma 4.2 thatZ((2)A) is equal

to the double cover(2)ZG → ZG of ZG = ZG[2]).
We have already observed that (uγ × id)∗TK (Aχ) � (u0 × id)∗TK (Aχ) is independent ofγ; we

conclude that

TK (Aχ) � Aχ ⊠

(
V∗χ ⊗ (u0 × id)∗TK (Aχ)

)(2)A
,

and we claim thatAχ is a Hecke eigensheaf with ‘eigenvalue’

Ẽχ : Sat̃G → Loc(X0)(33)

K 7→
(
V∗χ ⊗ (u0 × id)∗TK (Aχ)

)(2)A
.(34)

That is, what remains to show is that̃Eχ(K) is in fact a local system, and that̃Eχ is a ten-
sor functor satisfying the conditions of Definition 4.7. This follows (by the monoidal prop-
erty of the Hecke operators) by the same argument as [HNY13,§4.2], since we have seen that(
V∗χ ⊗ (u0 × id)∗TK (Aχ)

)(2)A
lies in perverse degree one. �

To summarize:

Corollary 4.10. Assume k is as in Definition 4.3. For every odd characterχ : Z((2)A)(k̄)→ Q×ℓ , the
objectAχ of Db(B̃un)odd given byAχ|B̃un

γ = jγ,!(Fχ) is a Hecke eigensheaf with eigen local system

Ẽχ : Sat̃G → Loc(X0,Q′ℓ),

giving rise by the Tannakian formalism to a monodromy representation (recall the notation from
equation 21)

ρ̃χ : π1(X
0)→ G̃∨1 (Q′ℓ).

The restriction of̃Eχ to the full subcategorySatG ⊂ Sat̃G is naturally isomorphic to the eigen local
system (there denotedE′χ) of [Yun14a, Theorem 4.2].

Moreover, ifK = ICλ(m) is simple, theñEχ(K) is pure of weight〈2ρ, λ〉 − 2m.

Proof. We have established everything except the purity claim, which follows from the argument
of Theorem 4.9. Namely, equations (29) and (30) imply thatẼχ(K) is mixed of weights≤ and≥
〈2ρ, λ, 〉 − 2m (by [Del80]). �
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Consequently, we have a commutative diagram

G̃∨1 (Q′
ℓ
)

��

π1(X0)

ρ̃χ
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉

ρχ
// G∨1 (Q′

ℓ
),

whereρχ is (of course these monodromy representations are only well-defined up toG̃∨, respec-
tively G∨, conjugation) Yun’s local system.

5. The motives

Having established the Hecke eigensheaf property, we can now describe the local systems̃Eχ(K)
for allK ∈ Sat̃G. We continue to assumek is as in Definition 4.3; in particular, thek-group scheme
Z((2)A) is discrete. Let us fix a dominant weightλ ∈ X•(T̃∨) = X•(T̃), and restrict to the case of
K = ICλ. In this case the sheafKH̃k is supported on a sub-stack̃Hk≤λ, and the sheaf

←−
h ∗(A0

χ) ⊗ KH̃k

is supported on the locus of (P,P′, x, ι) whereP ∈ B̃un
0

andP andP′ are in relative position≤ λ,
i.e. ev(P,P′, ι, x) lies in the≤ λ strata of

[
(L+G̃\LG̃/L+G̃)/AutO

]
. This forcesP′ to lie in the

component̃Bun
ν◦λ

, where recallν : G̃ → S is the multiplier character. It follows that to compute

TK (A0
χ) we can restrict

←−
h : H̃k≤λ → B̃un to the preimage of̃Bun

0
, and thus consider instead the

correspondence diagram

H̃k≤λ|←−h−1(B̃un
0
)

←−
h

yyss
ss
ss
ss
ss

−→
h

''❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

❖❖

B̃un
0

B̃un
ν◦λ × X0.

In terms of this diagram, we find

(35) TK (A0
χ)
∼−→ Aν◦λ

χ ⊠ Ẽχ(K).

Recall we are trying to describẽEχ(K). The argument is that of [Yun14a, Lemma 4.3], except we
have to keep track of the different connected components. Pulling back equation (35) by (uν◦λ× id),
we obtain, just as in equations (26) and (27), a diagram with Cartesian squares

(36) G̃
U
≤λ

zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈

υ0
// G̃R

U

uν◦λ,≤λ
ωU

uν◦λ

zztt
tt
tt
tt
tt
t

// G̃Ruν◦λ,≤λ
ωuν◦λ

zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉

//

��

H̃k≤λ|←−h−1(B̃un
0
)

−→
h
��

Speck
u0

// [(2)K0\U] // B̃un
0

X0 uν◦λ×id
// B̃un

ν◦λ × X0;

and lettingπU
uν◦λ denote the composite map̃GR

U

uν◦λ,≤λ → X0, we obtain an identification

(37) Vχ ⊗ Ẽχ(K) � (uν◦λ × id)∗TK (A0
χ) � π

U
uν◦λ,!

(
ωU,∗

uν◦λ(Fχ) ⊗ KG̃R

)
.
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(We will write KG̃R for the pull-back ofKH̃k to either ofG̃Ruν◦λ,≤λ or G̃R
U

uν◦λ,≤λ.) Also let

π
G̃

U
≤λ

: G̃U
≤λ → X0

denote the corresponding projection. We now exploit the fact thatG̃U
≤λ carries a(2)A × (2)A-action:

for clarity the first copy, acting via the pull-back on the
←−
h (or as here,ωuν◦λ) projection, will be

denoted(2)A(1), and the second copy, acting via pull-back on the
−→
h projection, will be denoted

(2)A(2). Decomposing the regular representation of(2)A, we obtain a(2)A(1)-equivariant isomor-
phism

(υ0,∗Q
′
ℓ)odd �

⊕

χ : Z((2)A)→Q×ℓ
χ is odd

V∗χ ⊗ ωU,∗
uν◦λFχ.

Here(2)A(1) acts onV∗χ. Since the isomorphism (37) is(2)A(2)-equivariant (acting onVχ on the left-
hand side, and on the right-hand side sinceKG̃R is the pull-back ofKH̃k), we obtain a(2)A × (2)A-
equivariant isomorphism

(
π
G̃

U
≤λ,!
υ∗0KG̃R

)

odd
�

(
πU

uν◦λ,!υ0,!(υ
∗
0KG̃R)

)
odd

(38)

�

⊕

χ : Z((2)A)→Q×ℓ
χ is odd

V∗χ ⊗ πU
uν◦λ,! (ω

U,∗
uν◦λFχ ⊗ KG̃R) �

⊕

χ : Z((2)A)→Q×ℓ
χ is odd

V∗χ ⊗ Vχ ⊗ Ẽχ(K).(39)

Writing Q′
ℓ
[(2)A]χ for the (2)A × (2)A-equivariant local system on Speck corresponding to the rep-

resentationV∗χ ⊗ Vχ of the group
(
(2)A(k̄) × (2)A(k̄)

)
⋊ Γk,

14

we summarize what we have shown (compare [Yun14a, Lemma 4.3]):

Lemma 5.1. There is a canonical isomorphism of(2)A × (2)A-equivariant local systems on X0

(
π
G̃

U
≤λ,!
υ∗0KG̃R

)

odd
�

⊕

χ : Z((2)A)→Q×ℓ
χ is odd

Q′ℓ[
(2)A]χ ⊗ Ẽχ(K).

In particular, the left-hand side is a local system.

It is explained in [Yun14a,§3.3.4] how to take the invariants of an equivariant perversesheaf
under a (not necessarily discrete) finite group scheme. Applying this:

Corollary 5.2. For all K ∈ Sat̃G and all oddχ : Z((2)A) → Q×ℓ , there is an isomorphism of local
systems on X0:

Ẽχ(K) �
(
Q′ℓ[

(2)A] ∗χ ⊗ (π
G̃

U
≤λ,!
υ∗0KG̃R)odd

)(2)A×(2)A

.

14Equivalently, regardingQ′
ℓ
[(2)A(k̄)] as (2)A(k̄) × (2)A(k̄)-module via (a1, a2) · a = a1aa−1

2 , and extracting the
constituent whereZ((2)A(2)) acts byχ.
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6. The case of minuscule weights

We now want to make this description of̃Eχ(K) explicit. Our ultimate goal is the following:

Theorem 6.1.Let k beQ or Q(
√
−1) according as G is of type D4n,G2,E8 or A1,D4n+2,E7. Con-

sider any oddχ : Z((2)A) → Q×ℓ and anyK ∈ Sat̃G. Let F be any number field containing k. Then
for any point t∈ X0(F), the specialization

ρ̃χ,K ,t : π1(SpecF)
t−→ π1(X

0)
ρ̃χ−→ G̃∨1 (Q′ℓ)→ GL

(
H∗w(K)

)

(the representation of̃G∨1 is that induced byK under the Satake isomorphism, as in§4.2) is, as
ΓF-representation, isomorphic to theQ′

ℓ
-realization of an object ofMF,Q′ .

The case ofK corresponding to a quasi-minuscule weight is considered in[Yun14a,§4.3]. Al-
though our discussion is valid for anỹG as in§3, there are certain cases in which it is uninteresting:
for instance, ifG = SL2, we gain nothing by taking̃G = SL2 × Gm; however, by taking̃G = GL2,
we gain the representations of SL2 = G∨sc (the simply-connected cover ofG∨), and it is these new
representations that will be of interest, just as in the classical setting the Kuga-Satake abelian va-
riety is found via the spin representation of Spin21, while the motive of theK3 arises from the
standard 21-dimensional representation.

To show that ˜ρχ,K ,t arises from an object ofMF,Q′ demands a significant digression into un-
derstanding intersection cohomology of varieties with arbitrarily bad singularities. A good first
approximation to understanding the motivic nature of ˜ρχ,t : ΓF → G̃∨1 (Q′

ℓ
) is to verify this after

composition with a singlefaithful finite-dimensional representation of̃G∨1 (i.e., to show ˜ρχ,t is
weakly motivic in the sense of Definition 1.2). That is what wewill do in this section.

First, we make a robust choice of̃G, such that̃G∨ has representations restricting to each of the
minuscule representations ofG∨sc. For instance, we can take:

• (A1) G̃ = GL2;
• (E7) Let c denote the non-trivial element ofZG = µ2. Then takẽG = (G× Gm)/〈(c,−1)〉;
• (Dn, n even) Letc andz be generators ofZG � µ2 × µ2. Then take

G̃ = (G × Gm× Gm)/〈(c,−1, 1), (z, 1,−1)〉.

Each minuscule representation ofG∨sc
15 extends to an irreducible representation ofG̃∨, and then to

an irreducible representation of̃G∨1 . Taking a direct sum, we obtain a faithful family of representa-
tions

(40) rmin : G̃∨1 → GL(Vmin),

and set ourselves the goal of showing that eachrmin ◦ ρ̃χ,t is motivated. The full force of Theorem
6.1 is considerably deeper (it is new even in Yun’s original setting), so in the present section we
will only treat the case of these minuscule weights, which has the added advantage that the relevant
geometry–of the corresponding affine Schubert varieties–is especially simple.

We begin, however, with some generalities: continue to letK ∈ Sat̃G be any irreducible object
of the formK = ICλ, λ ∈ X•(T̃∨) (the discussion will apply equally well toK of the form ICλ(m),

15These are, in the three cases: the standard representation of SL2, the 56-dimensional representation ofE7, and
the standard (2n-dimensional) and two half-spin representations of Spin2n.
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but we takem= 0 to simplify the notation). What we denoted above byKG̃R[1] is the intersection

complex ofG̃R
U

uν◦λ,≤λ (or the same before restricting toU). Since the map

υ0 : G̃U
≤λ → G̃Ruν◦λ,≤λ

is étale,υ∗0KG̃R[1] is again the intersection complex of̃GU
≤λ. Recall that the stratification of the

affine Grassmannian induces one for the Beilinson-Drinfeld Grassmannian:

G̃Ruν◦λ,≤λ =
∐

µ≤λ
µ dominant

G̃Ruν◦λ,µ.

The terms on the right-hand side are defined by replacingH̃k≤λ by H̃kµ in diagram (36). Note that
ν ◦ µ = ν ◦ λ sinceλ − µ ∈ X•(T) lies in the co-root lattice ofG. The dense open locus̃GRuν◦λ,λ is
smooth overX0: fiber-wise it is the smooth stratum GrG̃,λ of GrG̃,≤λ. We writeG̃U

λ
andG̃U

<λ
for the

preimages iñGU
≤λ of G̃Ruν◦λ,λ and

∐
µ<λ G̃Ruν◦λ,µ.

Taking thet-fiber (t ∈ X0(F)) of the isomorphism in Lemma 5.1, we obtain a (quasi-)isomorphism

(41) IHc(G̃
U
≤λ,t)odd �

⊕

χ odd

Q′ℓ[
(2)A]χ ⊗ ρ̃χ,K ,t.

Let us explain the notation. For any irreducible varietyY over a fieldF, the intersection complex
ICY is a perverse sheaf in cohomological degrees [− dimY, 0]. It is pure of weight dimY. We denote
by IHc(Y) the complexRΓc(ICY) on SpecF: it lies in cohomological degrees [− dimY, dimY], and
is pure of weights≤ dimY. As usual, we then define the compactly-supported intersection coho-
mology IHi

c(YF) (aΓF-representation) asHi−dim Y(IHc(Y)) (note the degree shift). We also observe
that while (compactly-supported) intersection cohomology is not in general functorial for (proper)
morphisms of varieties, it is for (proper) étale morphisms: IC

G̃
U
≤λ,t

is still (2)A × (2)A-equivariant,

as is the isomorphism (41). Now as in [Yun14a,§4.3.2], we leteχ ∈ Q′[(2)A(k̄) × (2)A(k̄)]Γk be
the idempotent whose action on the(2)A(k̄)× (2)A(k̄)-moduleQ′[(2)A(k̄)] projects to the component
Q′[(2)A]χ and then onto the line spanned by id∈ End(Vχ) (a direct factor of the representation
Q′[(2)A]χ after restricting to the diagonal copy(2)A(k̄) ֒→ (2)A(k̄) × (2)A(k̄)). Explicitly,

eχ =
1

|(2)A(k̄) × (2)A(k̄)|
∑

(a1,a2)

θχ(a1a
−1
2 )(a1, a2),

whereθχ denotes the character of the(2)A(k̄)-representationVχ.

Proposition 6.2. LetK = ICλ ∈ Sat̃G, let χ : Z((2)A) → Q×ℓ be odd, and let t∈ X0(F) for any
number field F containing k. Then

ρ̃χ,K ,t � GrW〈2ρ,λ〉
(
eχ IH〈2ρ,λ〉c (G̃U

≤λ,t)
)
.

Proof. Apply eχ to equation (41), noting that the right-hand side is concentrated in degree zero.
Since we have seen that̃Eχ(ICλ) is pure of weight〈2ρ, λ〉, the claim is immediate. �

Proposition 6.2 reduces Theorem 6.1 to a special case of the following general theorem:

Theorem 6.3. Let k be a finitely-generated field of characteristic zero, and let Y/k be a quasi-
projective variety. Then for all i, r ∈ Z, GrWi (IHr

c(Y)) is asΓk-representation isomorphic to the
ℓ-adic realization of an object ofMk.
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Next consider the case in which Y is acted on by a finite k-groupschemeΓ. Let e∈ Q[Γ(k̄)]Γk

be an idempotent. Fix an embeddingQ ֒→ Qℓ. Then for all i, r ∈ Z, GrWi (eIHr
c(Y,Qℓ)) is as

Γk-representation isomorphic to theQ ֒→ Qℓ-realization of an object ofMk,Q.

Remark6.4. See§7.1 for what is meant by the weight-gradings GrW
• . Note that in the application

we only need the casei = r.

Theorem 6.3 will be proven in Corollary 8.15. For the remainder of this section, we content
ourselves with showing that ˜ρχ,t is weakly motivic. Thus, it suffices to assume thatλ restricts to a
minuscule weight ofG∨sc. In this case, Gr̃G,≤λ = GrG̃,λ has non-singular reduced part, so that

ρ̃χ,ICλ,t � GrW〈2ρ,λ〉
(
eχH

〈2ρ,λ〉
c (G̃U

λ,t)
)
.

That the right-hand side is isomorphic to theℓ-adic realization of an object ofMF,Q′ follows from
the standard description (originating in [Del71a]) of the weight filtration on the cohomology of a
smooth variety, via the Leray spectral sequence for its inclusion into a smooth compactification
with boundary given by a smooth normal crossings divisor. See [Yun14a,§4.3.1] or [PT] (the
discussion between Remark 2.6 and Lemma 2.7) for this equivariant version. We conclude:

Corollary 6.5. For all choices of̃G as in§3, there exists a faithful finite-dimensional representation

r : G̃∨1 ֒→ GL(Vr) such that for all number field specializationsSpecF
t−→ X0 with F satisfying

condition (15),
r ◦ ρ̃χ,t : ΓF → GL(Vr ⊗ Q′ℓ)

is isomorphic to theQ′
ℓ
-realization of an object ofMF,Q′ . For all G, we may choosẽG and r such

that r|G∨sc
is isomorphic to the direct sum of all the minuscule representations of G∨sc.

In particular, the liftsρ̃χ,t of Yun’sρχ,t satisfy the generalized Kuga-Satake property of Definition
1.2.

7. Intersection cohomology is motivated

7.1. Overview. In the remaining sections, which are logically independentof the rest of the paper,
we prove Theorem 6.3. Letk be a field of characteristic zero, and fix an algebraic closurek̄ of k. As
usual letΓk = Gal(̄k/k). Let Y/k be any quasi-projective variety. IfY is irreducible of dimension
dY, we can form theℓ-adic intersection cohomology groups

IHr+dY(Y) = Hr(Yk̄, ICY |Yk̄
),

as well as their analogues with compact supports, IHr+dY
c (Y). If Y is reducible, the definitions need

a little more care, working component by component; see [dC12, §4.6] for an explanation. The
intersection complex ICYk̄

is Γk-equivariant, soΓk acts on IH∗(Y) and IH∗c(Y). Since we do not
assumeY is projective, theseΓk-representations are not pure; in particular, Theorem 6.3 cannot
hold for the groups IH∗c(Y) themselves. Thus we first need to make sense of the weight filtration
on IH∗c(Y), in order even to speak of theΓk-representations GrW

• IH∗c(Y).
There are two basic templates, one ‘sheaf-theoretic’ and one ‘geometric,’ for endowing the

cohomology of a variety with a weight filtration. The models for the former approach are [Del80]
and [BBD82]; the models for the latter are [Del71b] and [Del74]. The latter approach typically
depends on having resolution of singularities over the fieldk, and is consequently restricted to
characteristic zero; but when available, it yields more robust, because more ‘motivic,’ results. Thus
we will explain, at least fork finitely-generated overQ, how to give ana priori ‘sheaf-theoretic’
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sense to GrW• IH∗(Y), but then our main aim will be to give a ‘geometric’ construction, as part
of the proof of Theorem 6.3, that recovers the sheaf-theoretic definition of theΓk-representations
GrW• IH∗c(Y). Let us begin then by recalling the sheaf-theoretic construction of a weight filtration
on IH∗c(Y).

Since we work withk of characteristic zero, the basic case of positive characteristic addressed
in [Del80] and [BBD82] is not sufficient. But the results of those papers have been extended in a
form suitable for our purposes, and indeed much more generally than we require, in [Hub97] and
[Mor].16 Namely, the intersection complex ICY is a horizontal, pure perverse sheaf in the sense of
[Mor, §2], and [Mor, Théorème 3.2, Proposition 6.1] implies thatIH∗c(Y) (likewise IH∗(Y)) carries
a unique weight filtrationW•. In particular, this means that each GrW

r IH∗c(Y) is pure of weightr in
the following sense: the underlying lisse sheaf on Speck arises by base-change from a lisse sheaf
G on some smooth sub-algebraA ⊂ k, of finite-type overZ, and with Frac(A) = k; and for all
specializations at closed pointsx of SpecA, x∗G is pure of weightr in the usual finite field sense.
This characterizing property will hold for the output of ourgeometric construction; this is verified
step-by-step as the construction proceeds.

We now outline the approach to Theorem 6.3. By Poincaré duality for intersection cohomology
(which isΓk-equivariant), we may restrict to the case of IH∗(Y). First, we remark that the basic
difficulty, and interest, of this problem is that both intersection cohomology and weight filtrations
area priori ‘sheaf-theoretically’ defined. The theorem shows that these sheafy constructions can
in fact be realized just by playing with the cohomology of smooth projective varieties. There are
two, essentially orthogonal, special cases of this problem:

• Y may be smooth but non-projective. In this case, IHr(Y) = Hr (Yk̄,Qℓ), and the result fol-
lows from the geometric approach of [Del71b]; namely, ifY is a smooth compactification
of Y with Y \ Y equal to a union of smooth divisorsDα with normal crossings, then the
(E3-degenerate) Leray spectral sequence for the inclusionY ⊂ Y yields a description of
GrW• Hr (Yk̄,Qℓ) in terms of the divisorsDα and their various (smooth, projective) intersec-
tions; see Theorem 7.2, part 3, below, for a slight rephrasing.
• Y may be projective but singular. In this case, the result, when k is algebraically closed,17

has been proven by de Cataldo and Migliorini. We briefly describe the two crucial geo-
metric inputs (assume for this informal description thatk is algebraically closed). Let
f : X → Y be a resolution of singularities. Roughly speaking, IH∗(Y) occurs as a ‘main
term’ in H∗(X,Qℓ) = H∗(Y, f∗Qℓ) corresponding (via the decomposition theorem) to the
summand off∗Qℓ in perverse degree dimX and supported along the open dense stratum
(the non-singular locus)Y0 of Y. The first key result is that the perverse (Leray) filtra-
tion onH∗(Y, f∗Qℓ) admits ([dC12, Theorem 3.3.5]) a remarkable geometric description in
terms of a suitably generic ‘flag filtration.’ The second is that the factor off∗Qℓ supported
alongY0 can, at least in cohomology, also be extracted ‘geometrically’: this follows from
the novel approach to the decomposition theorem pioneered by de Cataldo-Migliorini in a
series of papers (see [dM14,§1.3.3] for a precise statement).

16The basic notions of horizontal sheaf, perverse t-structure on the ‘derived’ category of horizontal sheaves, and
weights for horizontal sheaves are developed in, respectively, §1, 2, and 3 of [Hub97]. Morel’s paper builds on these
foundations, generalizing the results of [Hub97] to any finitely-generatedk, and establishing a sort of six operations
functoriality for complexes having weight filtrations.

17In this case one should work not just withℓ-adic cohomology but also with (compatible) Betti and de Rham
realizations, in order for the assertion to have any content.
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Our task is to fuse these two approaches, and to get everything to work over an arbitrary (not
algebraically closed) fieldk of characteristic zero. The chief obstruction to getting the relevant
arguments of [dM14] to work over anyk is that the ‘generic flags’ mentioned above would need
to be definedk-rationally. This it turns out is not so hard to achieve, using Bertini’s theorem over
k and, crucially, the fact that flag varieties are rational, sothat any Zariski open overk necessarily
hask-points.

Rather more complicated is integrating the approaches of [Del71b] and [dM14] in order to
prove Theorem 6.3 for any quasi-projectiveY. The basic difficulty is that, since motivated mo-
tives are only defined in the pure case, the argument (restingon [Del71b]) in the smooth case is
not obviously ‘functorial inY.’ Fortunately, it can be upgraded to one that is, using the results of
[GNA02] on the existence of ‘weight complexes’ of motivatedmotives whose cohomology com-
putes GrW• H∗(Y) for any k-variety Y. We will also use a version for cohomology with compact
supports: the latter, due independently to Gillet-Soulé ([GS96]) and Guillen-Navarro, is somewhat
simpler, but not suited for describing the perverse Leray filtration as in [dC12], even for coho-
mology with compact supports. It is crucial, however, that we exploit both theories: the inductive
construction of the support decomposition as in [dM14, Proposition 2.2.1] requires having moti-
vated versions both of pull-back inH∗ and pull-back for proper morphisms inH∗c (note that these
two kinds of pull-backs are not related by Poincaré duality; one cannot be formally reduced to the
other). Once this setup is in place, however, the arguments of [dM14] go throughmutatis mutandis.
We consequently establish stronger results on finding ‘motivated’ splittings of the perverse Leray
filtration, and a motivated support decomposition, closelyin parallel to the main results of [dM14]:
see Theorem 8.13 and Corollary 8.14, which should be regarded as the main results of this half of
the paper.

Notation 7.1. Except where we explicitly allow more general fields, from now on k will be a
finitely-generated field extension ofQ. Whenever we speak of the weight-grading GrW

• on various
cohomology groups of a variety overk, the grading is unique, and can be shown to exist by [Mor,
Théorème 3.2, Proposition 6.1]. As before,Mk denotes André’s category of motives for motivated
cycles overk (with Q-coefficients). For a smooth projective varietyX overk, we writeH(X) for
the canonical object ofMk associated toX. Finally, given a map of varietiesf : X→ Y, we always
mean the derived functors when we writef∗, f!, etc.

7.2. Weight-graded motivated motives associated to smooth varieties. Here is the theorem of
Guillén and Navarro Aznar, specialized to the precise statement we require:18

Theorem 7.2(see Théorème 5.10, [GNA02]). Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and letSch/k
denote the category of finite-type separated k-schemes. Then there exists a contravariant functor

(42) h: Sch/k→ Kb(Mk),

valued in the homotopy category of bounded complexes inMk, such that

(1) If X is a smooth projective k-scheme, then h(X) is naturally isomorphic to the canonical
motivated motive H(X) associated to X.

(2) If X is a smooth projective k-scheme, and D= ∪t
α=1Dα is a normal crossings divisor equal

to the union of smooth divisors Dα, we can form a cubical diagram of smooth projective
varieties

S•(D) → X,

18They prove something stronger, with Chow motives in place ofmotivated motives.
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where for every non-empty subsetΣ ⊂ {1, . . . , t}, SΣ(D) is the (smooth) intersection DΣ =
∩α∈ΣDα, with the obvious inclusion maps SΣ(D) → SΣ′(D) wheneverΣ′ ⊂ Σ. Using the
covariant functoriality arising from Gysin maps, we can then associate a cubical diagram
h∗(S•(D) → X) inMk; to be precise, h∗(SΣ(D)) is the object ofMk

h(DΣ)(dimDΣ),

with the Gysin maps h∗(SΣ(D)) → h∗(SΣ′(D)) wheneverΣ′ ⊂ Σ. Then h(X \ D) is isomor-
phic to the simple complex associated to this cubical diagram (see the proof for what this
means):

(43) h(X \ D) � s(h∗(S•(D) → X)) (− dimX).

(3) In particular, h(X \ D) is a complex whose degree r homology19 Hr(h(X \ D)) is an object
ofMk whoseℓ-adic realization is given by (for k finitely-generated overQ)

Hℓ (Hr(h(X \ D))) �
⊕

q

GrWq+r Hq((X \ D)k̄,Qℓ).

Proof. Except for the third assertion, this is all explicitly in [GNA02, Théorème 5.10]. The remain-
ing claim follows from the usual ([Del71b]) description of the weight gradeds forH∗((X\D)k̄,Qℓ):
ignoring for notational convenience the Tate twists, the degreer termh(X\D)r (to be precise, after
the identification of equation (43)) is⊕|Σ|=r |h(DΣ), with the boundary maph(X \ D)r → h(X \D)r−1

given by an alternating sum of Gysin maps. Theℓ-adic realization of this complex can be identified
(up to a sign in the boundary maps, at least: see [GNA90, 1.8 Proposition]) with the complex

· · · → Kr =
⊕

q

E−r,q+r
1

⊕qd−r,q+r
1−−−−−−→ Kr−1 =

⊕

q

E−r+1,q+r
1 → · · ·

built out of theE1 terms of the (weight) spectral sequence of the filtered complex (bête filtration)

E−r,q+r
1 = Hq(Xk̄,GrWr j∗Qℓ) =⇒ Hq(Xk̄, j∗Qℓ) = Hq((X \ D)k̄,Qℓ).

This spectral sequence degenerates at theE2 page (by the yoga of weights), and itsE2 terms then
give the weight gradeds ofHq((X \ D)k̄,Qℓ); part (3) of the Theorem follows. �

This is not a full description of the result of Guillén and Navarro Aznar, but it contains the two
points of interest for us: the explicit description of the objects Hr(h(X \ D)), and in particular
their connection with the weight filtration onH∗((X \ D)k̄,Qℓ); and, crucially, the fact thath is
functorial. In particular, for any morphismφ : U → V in Sch/k, we get, for allr, morphisms
Hr(h(V))→ Hr(h(U)) inMk.

Here is the compact supports version:

Theorem 7.3(Theorem 2 of [GS96], or Théorème 5.2 [GNA02]). Let k be a field of characteristic
zero, and letSchc/k denote the category of separated finite-type k-schemes with morphisms given
by proper maps. Then there exists a contravariant functor

(44) W: Schc/k→ Kb(Mk)

such that

(1) If X is a smooth projective k-scheme, then W(X) is naturally isomorphic to the canonical
motivated motive H(X) associated to X.

19We use homological conventions here.
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(2) If X is a smooth projective k-scheme, and D= ∪t
α=1Dα is a normal crossings divisor equal

to the union of smooth divisors Dα, then W(X \ D) is isomorphic to the simple complex
(we now use cohomological conventions and normalize W(X \D) to live in cohomological
degrees[0, t])

(45) H(X) → ⊕αH(Dα)→ · · · → ⊕|Σ|=sH(DΣ)→ · · · ,
with coboundaries given by an alternating sum of restriction maps H(DΣ′)→ H(DΣ) when-
everΣ′ ⊂ Σ. (See[GS96, Proposition 3].)

(3) In particular, W(X\D) is a complex whose degree s cohomology Hs(W(X\D)) is an object
ofMk whoseℓ-adic realization is given by (for k finitely-generated overQ)

Hℓ (Hs(W(X \ D))) �
⊕

p

GrWp Hp+s
c ((X \ D)k̄,Qℓ).

In the setting of parts 2 and 3 of Theorems 7.2 and 7.3, letU = X \ D. Poincaré duality forU
descends to a duality relation inMk between the cohomologies of the complexesh(U) andW(U).
Before stating it, we introduce a little more notation:

Definition 7.4. Let Hq
r (h(U)) be the canonical summand ofHr(h(U)) inMk of weightq+ r. Let

Wp(U) be the canonical complex of weightp summands of the terms ofW(U), and letHs(Wp(U))
be the degreescohomology.

Remark7.5. The objectHq
r (h(U)) of Mk has ℓ-adic realization GrWq+r Hq(Uk̄,Qℓ). The object

Hs(Wp(U)) ofMk hasℓ-adic realization GrWp Hp+s
c (Uk̄,Qℓ).

Lemma 7.6. Let U = X \ D as above, and assume U is equidimensional of dimension d. Then
there is a canonical isomorphism inMk

(46) Hq
r (h(U))∨ � Hr(W2d−q−r (U))(d)

Proof. Poincaré duality for eachDΣ induces a perfect duality betweenh(U)s andW(U)s (the degree
s terms of each complex) for alls. The Gysin mapsH(DΣ′)(d− |Σ′|)→ H(DΣ)(d− |Σ|) are Poincaré
dual to the pull-back mapsH(DΣ) → H(DΣ′) for all Σ ⊂ Σ′, and we can deduce perfect dualities
(inMk )

Hs(h(U))∨ � Hs(W(U))(d).

The result follows from decomposing these dualities into each of their graded components. �

8. The perverse Leray filtration

8.1. Relation to flag filtrations. In this section we recall the beautiful and fundamental result
of de Cataldo-Migliorini and de Cataldo that describes the perverse Leray filtration for a map of
varieties in terms of a certain flag filtration: see [dCM10] and, for the specific result we use, [dC12,
Theorem 3.3.5]. These results are worked out over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero, and so our first aim in this section is to check the analogue for anyk ⊃ Q.

We first recall the Jouanolou trick.

Definition 8.1. Let Y be a variety overk. An affinementof Y is a mapY
p
−→ Y in Sch/k with Y an

affinek-scheme, such thatp is a torsor for some vector bundle onY.

Proposition 8.2(Lemme 1.5 of [Jou73]). Suppose Y∈ Sch/k is quasi-projective. Then an affine-
ment of Y exists.
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Jouanolou’s result in fact holds for arbitrary quasi-projective schemes, but we are only interested
in the case of varieties overk.

Now let f : X → Y be a morphism ofk-varieties. It induces the (increasing) perverse Leray
filtration onH∗(Xk̄,Qℓ) via

(47) P f
j (H∗(Xk̄,Qℓ)) = im

(
H∗(Yk̄,

pτ≤ j f∗Qℓ)→ H∗(Yk̄, f∗Qℓ)
)
⊆ H∗(Yk̄, f∗Qℓ) = H∗(Xk̄,Qℓ).

Here pτ≤ j denotes perverse truncation.20 We make the analogous definition of the perverse Leray
filtration on H∗c(Xk̄,Qℓ), replacing f∗Qℓ by f!Qℓ (the only case of interest to us will be whenf is
proper, sof∗ = f!).

Theorem 8.3(Theorem 3.3.5 of [dC12]). Assume k= k̄ is an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic zero. Let f: X→ Y be a morphism inSch/k with Y quasi-projective. Let p: Y → Y be an
affinement of Y of relative dimension d(p),21 and choose a closed embeddingY ֒→ AN ofY into
some affine space. Let

A• = {∅ = A−N−1 ⊂ A−N ⊂ · · · ⊂ A0 = A
N}

be a full flag of affine linear sections ofAN, and form the Cartesian diagram

(48) X•

r•

!!i•
//

��

X p
//

��

X

f
��

Y• //

��

Y p
//

��

Y

A• // AN

We define the associated (increasing) flag filtrations

(49) FA•j H∗(Xk̄,Qℓ) = ker
(
r∗− j : H∗(Xk̄,Qℓ)→ H∗((X− j)k̄,Qℓ)

)

and (see Remark 8.4)

(50) FA•j H∗c(Xk̄,Qℓ) = im
(
r !, j : H∗c((X j)k̄,Qℓ)→ H∗c(Xk̄,Qℓ)

)

Then for a general flagA•,

(51) P f
j H

q(Xk̄,Qℓ) = FA•1+d(p)−q+ jH
q(Xk̄,Qℓ),

and

(52) P f
j H

q
c(Xk̄,Qℓ) = FA•j−q−d(p)H

q
c(Xk̄,Qℓ).

Remark8.4. (1) Let us spell out the construction of the mapsr !, j. There is a canonical identi-
fication

Hk
c(Xk̄,Qℓ) � Hk

c(Xk̄, p
!Qℓ) � Hk+2d(p)

c (Xk̄,Qℓ)(d(p)),

20It is defined for the complexf∗Qℓ onY itself, and we omit the base-change tok̄ in the notation of these cohomol-
ogy groups.

21If Y is not connected,d(p) is a functionπ0(Y) → Z; we can always reduce to the case of connectedY, so do not
dwell on this.
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and then adjunction gives maps

Hk
c((X− j)k̄, i

!
− jQℓ)→ Hk

c(Xk̄,Qℓ).

As part of the definition of ‘general position,’ we may assumetheX− j are smooth, so by
cohomological purity these adjunction maps are identified with (Gysin) maps

Hk−2 j
c ((X− j)k̄,Qℓ)(− j)→ Hk

c(Xk̄,Qℓ).

The ‘corestriction’ mapsr !,− j are then given by the composites

Hk+2d(p)−2 j
c ((X− j)k̄,Qℓ)(d(p) − j)→ Hk+2d(p)

c (Xk̄,Qℓ)(d(p)) → Hk
c(Xk̄,Qℓ).

Important for our purposes is that these are precisely the maps Poincaré dual to the pullback
maps arising from the mapsX− j → X.

(2) We need to specify what is meant by ageneralflag; this will be done in§8.2. What matters
for our purposes is that there exists a Zariski open, dense subspace Flaggen inside the variety
Flag of full (affine linear) flags inAN such that all pointsA• ∈ Flaggen(k) are ‘general.’

(3) Note that the degree shift between the perverse and flag filtrations depends on the degree
(q above) of cohomology. We will ultimately work one degree of cohomology at a time,
and all that matters for us is thatsomeshift of the flag filtration agrees with the perverse
filtration. To extract the exact degree shiftj 7→ 1+d(p)−q+ j, use [dC12, Theorem 3.3.5,
(3.8), Example 3.1.6, and (3.16)], and similarly for cohomology with compact supports.

We now explain why this result can be refinedk-rationally, so that the diagram (48) for which
the conclusion of Theorem 8.3 holds can be taken to be a diagram in Sch/k. In the process, we will
say more explicitly what is meant by a ‘general’ flag in the case of proper f : X → Y (this case is
somewhat simpler–see [dC12, Remark 3.2.13]–and it is all weneed).

8.2. Stratifications. To define ‘general’ flags, we need to say something about stratifications.
From now on we will consider a proper mapf : X→ Y of varieties overk with Y quasi-projective.
For the purposes of Theorem 8.3, we need only find a stratification Σ of Y such thatf∗Qℓ is Σ-
constructible. That is, we require a decompositionY = ⊔σ∈ΣYσ of Y into locally closed, irreducible,
non-singular varieties such thatf∗Qℓ|Yσ is lisse for allσ. This is easily arranged; note that the strata
Yσ may be irreducible but not geometrically connected. Then wecan deduce:

Corollary 8.5. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and let f: X → Y be a proper morphism
in Sch/k with Y quasi-projective. Then there exists a diagram (48) defined over k for which the
conclusions (51) and (52) of Theorem 8.3 holds.

Proof. Choose as before an affinementp: Y → Y and an embeddingY ֒→ AN, and let Flag
denote the variety overk of full affine linear flags inAN. Fix a stratificationΣ of Y such thatf∗Qℓ
is Σ-constructible, and pull it back to a stratificationp−1Σ of Y. We then consider full flags

{A−N ⊂ · · · ⊂ A−1 ⊂ AN}
such thatA−1 intersects every stratumYσ transversally; and, refining eachA−1∩Yσ to the disjoint
union of its connected components,A−2 intersects the induced stratification ofY ∩ A−1 transver-
sally; and so on inductively. By Bertini’s theorem in exactly the form [Jou79, Theoreme 6.3(2)],
applied inductively to each of the (smooth) strata in eachY ∩ A−i, the collection of such flags
defines a Zariski open (overk) dense subset Flaggen ⊂ Flag. Since Flag is a rational variety (for
instance, by Bruhat decomposition), andk has characteristic zero, Flaggen(k) is non-empty. The
corollary then follows by the proof of [dC12, Theorem 3.3.1,Theorem 3.3.5]. �
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So that we can directly invoke the results of de Cataldo-Migliorini, in what follows we will
make further demands on the stratification, as explained in [dM14,§1.3.2]. For a fixed proper map
f : X→ Y, we consider stratifications ofX andY as the disjoint unions of smooth, locally closed,
irreducible (overk) subvarieties, such that every stratum ofX maps smoothly and surjectively onto
a stratum ofY. Organizing the strata ofY by dimension, we writeY = ⊔dimY

l=0 Sl, whereSl has
pure dimensionl. EachSl is a disjoint union of smooth and irreducible components of dimension
l; these irreducible components need not be geometrically irreducible, but that does not affect our
arguments. We then have Zariski open (dense) subsetsUl = ⊔m≥lSm, and we get associated closed
and open immersionsαl : Sl ֒→ Ul (closed) andβl : Ul+1 ֒→ Ul (open), withUl = Sl ⊔ Ul+1. For
more background on these stratifications, see [dCM05,§3.2].

8.3. Motivated perverse Leray filtration. By Corollary 8.5, we haveΓk-equivariantly identified
the perverse Leray filtrations onH∗(Xk̄,Qℓ) andH∗c(Xk̄,Qℓ) with certain flag filtrations, given in
terms of maps ofk-varietiesX → X− j. With an eye toward our final application, in which case
f : X → Y will be a resolution of singularities ofY, we continue to assumef is proper, but also
require thatX is non-singular and irreducible,22 and we use Theorem 7.2, Lemma 7.6 and Corollary
8.5 to definethe ‘perverse Leray filtration’ on the motivated motivesHr(h(X)) and Hs(W(X)).
Consider a diagram (48) overk for which the conclusion of Theorem 8.3 holds. Sinceh: Sch/k→
Kb(Mk) is a functor, we obtain a commutative diagram

h(X)
r∗−i

//

r∗−i+1 $$❏
❏❏

❏❏
❏❏

❏❏
h(X−i)

��

h(X−i+1)

in Kb(Mk). Recall that sinceMk is canonically weight-graded (it has Künneth projectors), we can
apply the composite functorHq

r given by taking cohomologyHr of this diagram and projecting to
the weightq+ r-component for anyq ∈ Z, obtaining a commutative diagram inMk,

Hq
r (h(X))

r∗−i
//

r∗−i+1 ''❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

❖❖
❖❖

Hq
r (h(X−i))

��

Hq
r (h(X−i+1)).

Recall that theℓ-adic realization ofHq
r (h(X)) is (by Theorem 7.2) isomorphic to GrW

q+r Hq(Xk̄,Qℓ);
this accounts for the notation.

Definition 8.6. The perverse Leray filtration ofHq
r (h(X)) is defined to be

(53) P f
j H

q
r (h(X)) = ker

{
r∗−(1+d(p)−q+ j) : Hq

r (h(X)) → Hq
r (h(X−(1+d(p)−q+ j)))

}
.

The gradeds for the perverse filtration, still objects ofMk, are then denoted

GrP
f

j Hq
r (h(X)) = P f

j H
q
r (h(X))/P f

j−1Hq
r (h(X)).

Remark8.7. Our indexing convention is somewhat different from that of de Cataldo-Migliorini
(compare [dCM05, Definition 2.2.2]).

22The irreducibility assumption is only for convenience in certain intermediate results, in which, for instance, we
wish to invoke Poincaré duality without complicating the notation. Eventually, we extend component by component
to the reducible case.
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Now, we already have a definition (equation (47)) ofP f on Hq(Xk̄,Qℓ) before passing to the
weight-gradeds; the two versions ofP f are compatible in the following sense:

Lemma 8.8. The ℓ-adic realization Hℓ
(
P f

j H
q
r (h(X))

)
is isomorphic toGrWq+r P

f
j H

q(Xk̄,Qℓ), and

likewise withGrP
f

j in place ofP f
j .

Proof. Theℓ-adic realization functor is exact, and the maps on cohomology induced by the mor-
phismsX• → X are strict for the associated weight filtrations, so this follows from the choice of
X• as in Corollary 8.5. �

We also need a ‘motivated’ description of the perverse Lerayfiltration in compactly-supported
cohomology, i.e. a filtration by sub-motives on eachHs(Wp(X)). Taking our cue from Remark 8.4,
we formally define a filtration onHq

r (h(X))∨ by

(54)
(
Hq

r (h(X))/P f
j H

q
r (h(X))

)∨
⊂ Hq

r (h(X))∨,

and then invoke duality to define:

Definition 8.9. The perverse Leray filtration ofHs(Wp(X)) is defined to be

P f
j H

r(W2 dimX−q−r(X)) =
(
Hq

r (h(X))/P f
− j+2 dimX−1H

q
r (h(X))

)∨
(− dimX)(55)

⊆ Hq
r (h(X))∨(− dimX)

∼−→ Hr(W2 dimX−q−r(X)).

Again, we check that this definition is compatible with the usual one in cohomology:

Lemma 8.10.Theℓ-adic realization Hℓ
(
P f

j H
r (W2 dimX−q−r(X))

)
is canonically isomorphic to

GrW2 dimX−q−r P
f
j H

2 dimX−q
c (Xk̄,Qℓ),

and likewise forGrP
f

j .

Proof. By the description (Remark 8.4) ofr !,− j as the map Poincaré dual tor∗− j, we see that Poincaré
duality for X induces a duality (hereF• denotes the flag filtrations for general flags)

(
F jH

q(Xk̄,Qℓ)
)∨
�

(
H2 dimX−q

c (Xk̄,Qℓ)/F− jH
2 dimX−q
c (Xk̄,Qℓ)

)
(dimX),

i.e. (
P f
−l+2 dimX−1H

q(Xk̄,Qℓ)
)∨
�

(
H2 dimX−q

c (Xk̄,Qℓ)/P f
l H2 dimX−q

c (Xk̄,Qℓ)
)
(dimX).

The lemma follows by passing to GrW
• . �

By definition, we obtain the following duality inMk, a motivated analogue of [dM14,§1.3.3(12)]:

(56) GrP
f

j Hr(W2 dimX−q−r(X)) ×GrP
f

− j+2 dimX Hq
r (h(X)) → Q(− dimX).

We next check a functoriality property of these motivated perverse Leray filtrations.

Lemma 8.11.Suppose

T //

g
��
❅❅

❅❅
❅❅

❅❅
X

f
��

Y
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is a commutative diagram inSch/k. Then the pull-back maps Hq
r (h(X)) → Hq

r (h(T )) induce
morphisms (inMk)

P f
j H

q
r (h(X))→ Pg

j H
q
r (h(T )).

If g factors asT γ−→ Z
ι−→ Y withι a closed immersion, then the filtrationsPγ• andPg

• on H∗(Tk̄,Qℓ),
or on Hq

r (h(T )), coincide.
If T → X is proper, then proper pull-back Hs(Wp(X)) → Hs(Wp(T )) also preserves the perverse

Leray filtrations (55).

Proof. Since theℓ-adic realization functor onMk is exact, it suffices to check the statement in
cohomology. Here it is elementary: see for instance [dCM05,Remark 4.2.3]. For the second
statement, use the fact thatι∗ is exact for the perverse t-structure (so commutes with perverse
truncation). �

8.4. Motivated support decomposition. Now we proceed as in [dM14, Proposition 2.2.1] to
establish a ‘motivated support decomposition’ of the GrP f

j Hq
r (h(X)), corresponding to the support

decomposition of the perverse sheafpH j( f∗Qℓ). We begin by checking that the desired support
decomposition existsk-rationally. Continue to letf : X→ Y be our proper map of quasi-projective
varieties overk with X non-singular. LetY = ⊔dimY

l=0 Sl be a stratification forf as in§8.2, with the
collection of closed and open immersions

(57) Sl
αl−→ Ul

βl←− Ul+1.

Lemma 8.12. In the above setting, there is a canonical isomorphism inPerv(Y)

(58) pH j( f∗Qℓ[dim X])
∼−→

dimY⊕

l=0

ICSl

(
α∗l H

−l(pH j( f∗Qℓ[dim X])
)
,

where theα∗l H
−l(pH j( f∗Qℓ[dim X]) are (geometrically semi-simple) local systems on Sl. Replacing

αl by the inclusion S
ιS−→ Sl

αl−→ Ul of an irreducible (= connected) component S of Sl, we obtain
the refined k-rational support decomposition

(59) pH j( f∗Qℓ[dim X])
∼−→

dimY⊕

l=0

⊕

S∈π0(Sl )

ICS

(
(αl ◦ ιS)∗H−l(pH j( f∗Qℓ[dim X])

)
.

Proof. The second claim follows from the first, so we focus on establishing (58). This statement
in Perv(Yk̄) is a precise form–see [dCM05, Theorem 2.1.1c]–of the semi-simplicity assertion of
the decomposition theorem, so it suffices to check that the map in equation (58) can be defined in
Perv(Y). For notational simplicity, denote the perverse sheafpH j( f∗Qℓ[dim X]) on Y simply byK.
We follow closely the argument of [dCM05, Lemma 4.1.3], and,as there, the claim will follow
from the following assertion: for alll = 0, . . . , dimY, there is a canonical isomorphism

K|Ul

∼−→ βl!∗(K|Ul+1) ⊕ H−l(K|Ul )[l].

We now explain this isomorphism, which itself follows from the the corresponding geometric
statement in [dCM05, Lemma 4.1.3,§6]. The second projection comes from the truncation triangle

τ≤−l−1K|Ul → τ≤−lK|Ul → H−lK|Ul [l]
+1−−→,

whose middle term is canonicallyK|Ul , and whose right-hand term is perverse (by the support
conditions in the definition of perverse sheaves; see [dCM05, §4.1]).
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To define the first projection, recall the successive truncation description of intermediate exten-
sion as

τ≤−l−1βl∗β
∗
l K|Ul � βl!∗(K|Ul+1).

This suggest applying Hom(K|Ul , ·) to the truncation triangle

τ≤−l−1βl∗β
∗
l K|Ul → τ≤−lβl∗β

∗
l K|Ul → H−l(βl∗β

∗
l K|Ul )[l]

+1−−→ .

There is a canonical map

K|Ul

a
77

τ≤−lK|Ul

∼
oo // τ≤−lβl∗β

∗
l K|Ul ,

and to construct the projectionK|Ul → βl!∗(K|Ul+1), it suffices to check that the image ofa in

Hom(H−l(K|Ul ),H
−l(βl∗β

∗
l K|Ul ))

∼−→ Hom(K|Ul ,H
−l(βl∗β

∗
l K|Ul )[l])

(recall τ≤−lK|Ul

∼−→ K|Ul ) is zero. But we can check whether a map of constructible sheaves on
Y is zero by passing toYk̄, so the geometric assertion ([dCM05,§6]) implies our corresponding
arithmetic assertion. �

We have maneuvered into a position to invoke the argument of [dM14, Proposition 2.2.1] to
prove:

Theorem 8.13.Let f : X → Y be a proper map of quasi-projective varieties over k with X non-
singular. Then for each triple of integers j, q, r, there exists a decomposition inMk

(60) GrP
f

j Hq
r (h(X))

∼−→
dimY⊕

l=0

⊕

S∈π0(Sl )

GrP
f

j,S Hq
r (h(X))

whoseℓ-adic realization is the output of applyingGrWq+r Hq(Yk̄, •) to the splitting of Lemma 8.12,
equation (59).23

Similarly for cohomology with compact supports, i.e. for the motivesGrP
f

j Hs(Wp(X)).

Proof. When X is projective, this is established in [dM14, Theorem 3.2.2], via the argument of
[dM14, Proposition 2.1.1]; the impediment to that argumentgoing through for non-projectiveX
is dealt with by our systematic use of the motivated motivesHq

r (h(X)) and Hs(Wp(X)). We do
not repeat the proof, but we will remark on the key points. Theargument proceeds by induction
on dimX; the inductive step is achieved by using [dM14, Equations (13) and (14)] to define the
summands GrP

f

j,S Hq
r (h(X)) in terms of already-defined terms for lower-dimensionalX. Note that it is

essential that we have at our disposal motives corresponding both to cohomology without supports
(the Hq

r (h(X))) and to cohomology with compact supports (theHs(Wp(X))), with their respective
pull-back functorialities (Theorems 7.2 and 7.3) and the duality (Lemma 7.6 and Equation (56))
relating them. �

The corresponding result in [dM14] uses the relative hard Lefschetz theorem to obtain an abso-
lute Hodge splitting (in the casek = k̄) of H∗(Xk̄,Qℓ) corresponding to the full splitting off∗Qℓ
given by the decomposition theorem, rather than as here merely the support decomposition in a
particular perverse degree; a similar strengthening can beestablished in our context, which we
now briefly sketch, although it is not needed for our primary goal, Theorem 6.3. ForX as in the

23Rather, the slight relabeling of this splitting that results from replacingf∗Qℓ[dim X] in equation (59) withf∗Qℓ.
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theorem, consider as usual a smooth compactificationX with X \ X = ∪αDα equal to a union of
smooth divisors with normal crossings. We may assumeX is projective, and then takeη to be a
hyperplane line bundle arising from some projective embedding. The required motivated version
of the relative Hard Lefschetz theorem is that there are isomorphisms

(61) ∪ η j : GrP
f

− j+dim X Hq
r (h(X))

∼−→ GrP
f

j+dim X Hq+2 j
r (h(X))( j).

To construct this isomorphism, note first that we can pullη back to any of the intersectionsDΣ =
∩α∈ΣDα and obtain a morphism of complexesh(X) → h(X)(1);24 passing to cohomology,η induces
maps

η : Hq
r (h(X)) → Hq+2

r (h(X))(1).

The required compatibility

η : P f
j H

q
r (h(X)) → P f

j+2H
q+2
r (h(X))(1)

with the perverse filtrations follows directly from Definition 8.6. We therefore have constructed the
maps appearing in Equation (61); that they are isomorphisms, as are the corresponding maps for
each term of the support decomposition, then follows as usual from the corresponding statement
in cohomology. The formalism of ‘hard Lefschetz triples’ ([dM14,§1.3.4]) in the abelian category
Mk allows us to enhance Theorem 8.13 with the following:

Corollary 8.14. The choice ofη gives rise to a distinguished splitting of the motivated perverse
Leray filtration,

Hq
r (h(X))

∼−→
⊕

j

GrP
f

j Hq
r (h(X))

Of course,Mk is semi-simple, so we already knew that some splitting exists. The combination
of Theorem 8.13 and Corollary 8.14 can be regarded as a ‘motivated decomposition theorem.’
Finally, we reach the motivating application:

Corollary 8.15 (Theorem 6.3 above). Let Y/k be any quasi-projective variety. Then there is an
object M ∈ Mk whoseℓ-adic realization is isomorphic asΓk-representation toGrWi IHq(Yk̄,Qℓ).
If A is a finite group scheme over k acting on Y, and e∈ Q[A( k̄)]Γk, then for any embedding
Q ֒→ Qℓ there is an object ofMk,Q whoseQ ֒→ Qℓ-realization is isomorphic asΓk-representation

to GrWi e(IHq(Yk̄,Qℓ)).
The same holds for intersection cohomology with compact supports.

Proof. We can assumeY is irreducible. Letf : X → Y be a resolution of singularities;X is then
irreducible of dimension dimX. For the motiveM havingℓ-adic realization GrWq+r IHq(Yk̄,Qℓ), we
can take

M = GrP
f

dim X,Ysm Hq
r (h(X)),

whereYsm denotes the smooth locus ofY. (Compare [dM14, Remark 1.4.2], noting that we have
normalized the perverse filtration differently than they do.)

24Essentially by the projection formula: writingηΣ for the pull-back ofη to DΣ, we have, for any inclusionι : DΣ →֒
DΣ′ , ι∗(a∪ ηΣ) = ι∗(a) ∪ ηΣ′ . That is, cup-product withη commutes with the boundary (Gysin) maps of the complex
h(X).
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For the equivariant statement, takef : X→ Y to be an A-equivariant resolution of singularities.25

By Lemma 8.11, eachγ ∈ Γ(k̄) induces an automorphism of GrP
f

dim X Hq
r (h(Xk̄)). Fore ∈ Q[A( k̄)]Γk,

we obtain (after extending scalars toQ) an endomorphism of GrP
f

dim X Hq
r (h(X)). That this endomor-

phism preserves the canonical sub-motive (Theorem 8.13)

GrP
f

dim X,Ysm Hq
r (h(X)) ⊂ GrP

f

dim X Hq
r (h(X))

is then verified by checking the corresponding statement forℓ-adic realizations.
The statement for compact supports follows similarly, or bynow invoking Poincaré duality.�

Remark8.16. (1) The motive underlying GrW
i IHk(Yk̄,Qℓ) is canonical in the following sense.

The only ambiguity in its construction is that we may take a second resolutionf ′ : X′ → Y
before applying the argument of Corollary 8.15. But any two resolutions of singularities
can be dominated by a third, and so the functoriality property of Lemma 8.11 implies that
by passing through this third resolution we can deduce an isomorphism inMk:

GrP
f

dim X,Ysm Hq
r (h(X)) � GrP

f ′

dim X′,Ysm Hq
r (h(X′)).

(2) In particular, Corollary 8.15 completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
(3) Let us now takek to be a finite extension ofQp, with ℓ = p. Let Y/k be a projective

variety–this way we avoid discussing weight filtrations, and in particular do not have to
be concerned thatk is not finitely-generated overQ–so that IHq(Yk̄,Qp) has underlying
motive GrP

f

dim X,Ysm(Hq(X)) where f : X → Y is any resolution of singularities. By part 1 of
Remark 8.16, we can then canonically define the intersectionde Rham cohomology ofY/k
to be the de Rham realization (a filteredk-vector space) of the motive GrP

f

dim X,Ysm(Hq(X)),
and by general properties ofMk we obtain ap-adic de Rham comparison isomorphism,
compatible with morphisms of motivated motives.

(4) Finally, takingk to be a totally real field, [PT, Corollary B] extends from smooth projec-
tive varieties overk with Hodge-regular cohomology in some degree to arbitrary projec-
tive varieties overk with Hodge-regular intersection cohomology in some degree. Here
we use the theorems of Gabber that{IHq(Yk̄,Qℓ)}ℓ forms a weakly compatible system of
pureΓk-representations. Consequently, these compatible systems (in the regular case) are
strongly compatible, and the corresponding L-functions admit meromorphic continuation
to the whole complex plane, with the expected functional equation. Is it possible to con-
struct examples of such singular varietiesY? Note that Yun’s construction in typeG2 and
D2n (the latter regarded as SO4n−1-valued) do give families of examples of potentially au-
tomorphic motives: this is a special case of the examples arising from Katz’s theory as
discussed in [PT,§2]. The lifts of Yun’s examples constructed in Corollary 4.10 are no
longer Hodge-Tate regular, so no further examples of potentially automorphic motives re-
sult from the constructions of the present paper.
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